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Absti äd"
The labelling of specific tracer compounds with positron emitting radionuclides
enables a range of structural, physiological and biochemical parameters In the lung
to be measured non-invasively, using positron emission tomography. This concept
affords a unique opportunity for in vivo studies of different expressions of
pulmonary pathophysiology at the regional level. The present thesis describes the
application of positron emission tomography to the measurements of ventilation and
ventilation/perfusion ratios using inert gas tracers, neon-19 and nitrogen-13
respectively.
The validity of the methods applied was investigated with respect to the transport
of inert gas tracers in the human lung. Both ventilation and the
ventilation/perfusion ratio may be obtained vith errors less than 10% in the normal
lung. In disease, howevei, errors may increase in those instances where the regional
ventilation is very low or the intra-regional gas flow distribution is markedly nonuniform.
A 2-3 fold increase in ventilation was demonstrated in normal nonsmoking subjects
going from ventral to dorsal regions in the supine posture. These large regional
differences could be well explained by the intrinsic elastic properties of lung
tissue, considering the g's itational gradient in transpulmonary pressure. In
asymptomatic smokers sub'/ n ial regional ventilatory a'.lormalities were found whilst
the regional gas volume . iimilar in smokers and nousmokers. The uncoupli'V between
ventilation and gas vo 1 • r> .obably reflects inflammatory changes in the airways.
The regional differ*
. in V/Q were relatively small an-.i blood flow was largely
matched to ventilation ; •' ,e supine posture. However, small regions of lung witn
very low ventilation, i. 'fjhed by blood flow commonly exists in the most dependent
parts of the lung in I it , inokers and nonsmokers.
110*4-
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"Natural science does not simply describe and explain nature;
it is part of the interplay between nature and ourselves;
it describes nature as exposed to our method of questioning."
Werner Heisenberg
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INTRODUCTION

The unique physical features of positron emission tomography enabL;
the regional concentration of positron emitting radionuclides to be
accurately measured non-invasively in man. Certain isotopes of the
basic biological elements (carbon, nitrogen and oxygen) are positron
emitters, which can be used for the labelling of biologically active
compounds without disturbing their biological characteristics. Vith
the development of appropriate physiological and biochemical models of
the in vivo kinetics of these tracers, measurements of the regional
tracer concentration may be interpreted in specific biological terms.
Several tracers may be studied in rapid sequence, due to the short
half life of most positron emitting radionuclides. This allows
different expressions of lung structure and function to be measured
for the same lung region. The present thesis describes the application
of positron emission tomography to the study of lung function in its
primary sense of gas exchange. Regional ventilation and
ventilation/perfusion ratios were measured using inert gas tracers,
neon-19 (Tlfc=17.4 s) and nitrogen-13 (T%=10.0 min) respectively.

INSTRUMENTATION

The positron emitted from a disintegrating nucleus travels only a
few millimeters in surrounding tissue prior to annihilation. The
interaction with an electron results in the generation of gammaradiation, two 511 keV photons travelling in opposite directions to
each other. The tomograph is designed for coincidence detection of the
annihilation photons and consists of an array of scintillation
detectors encircling the subject (fig. 1 ) . A coincidence event is
recorded when a pair of annihilation photons simultaneously (within a
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Pig. 1. Detection geometry of ECAT II (CTI, Knoxville). Each detector
is adapted for coincidence detection of 511 keV photons vith
the individual 11 detectors of the opposite bank. The
coincidence detection geometry of unseattered annihilation
photons is similar in emission and transmission mode. The
interrupted lines indicate an event rejected due to the
scatter of one of the photons.
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time window of nanoseconds) activate the two opposing detectors along
the line of emission (the "coincidence line"). This allows the
disintegration to be located to the narrow region adjoining these two
detectors. The tomographic distribution of isotope is reconstructed by
standard computer tomographic procedure, using count rstes from a
large number of coincidence lines, covering the field of view of the
tomograph.

Coincidence detection renders the ability to measure regional
isotope concentration accurately in absolute units (Hoffman 1975). The
loss of signal caused by the scatter of one or both photons in tissue
may be corrected for and the number of misplaced events due to the
detection of scattered photons is reduced to a minimun. Signal
attenuation due to the scatter of photons in the thorax is highly
irregular and depends on the specific configuration of lung, chest
wall and mediastinum. The attenuation is measured in each instance
using an external radiation source (fig. 1). The coincidence detection
geometry for pairs of annihilation photons is similar in emission and
transmission mode and an accurate attenuation correction may be
applied to the emission measurements.

The instrument used for studies presented in this thesis (ECAT II,
CTI Knoxville - Phelps 1975) includes 66 sodium iodide detectors
arranged in an hexagonal array (fig. 1). Measurements can be obtained
for a single tomographic plane, with a spatial resolution of 1.7 cm as
defined by the full width at half maximum response to a line source of
radioactivity in water (FWHM). The thickness of the measured plane is
determined by the axial resolution, which is similar to the in-plane
resolution: 1.7 cm PUHN. With the use cf new detector materials
(bismuth germanate, cesium flouride), instruments which combines high
spatial resolution with the short scanning times required for fast

.0.

dynamic studies have been developed. This new generation of scanners
allows up to seven tomographic planes covering an axial distance of
10-12 cm to be recorded simultaneously, with in in-plane resolution of
7-9 mm (Ter-Pogossian 1975, Spinka 1988).

RADIONUCLIDES AND TRACER COMPOUNDS

Table 1 serves to illustrate the range of physiological parameters
studied to date. Due to the short half lives of positron emitting
radionurlides used in clinical practice, they need to be produced at
the site of application. Rapid radiochemical synthetic procedures are
necessary in order to incorporate the decaying isotopes into tracer
compounds. 0xygen-15, carbon-11, nitrogen-13, neon-19 and fluorine-18
may be produced by bombarding stable elements vith high energy beams
of protons or deuterons using a cyclotron accelerator. (Clark 1975,
Crouzel 1980, Wolf 1981). Gallium-68 may be extracted from a generator
system as the decay product of its radioactive parent germanium-68
(Robinson 1985). The parent/daughter combination of

Ge/

Ga is also

used in the external radiation source employed for transmission
measurements.

The interpretation of measured isotope concentration in the lungs
rests entirely with the biological features of the tracer compound.
The inhalation of carbon-11 labelled carbon dioxide, for example,
results in the labelling of the water pool. C

0. is rapidly taken up

in the lung and oxygen-15 is exchanged in the pulmonary water pool
(West 1962). The clearance of C

0- from the lung observed with single

detectors, in fact, afforded the first assessment of regional
pulmonary blood flow in man (West 1960). The labelling of pulmonary
gas with nitrogen-13 inhaled allows the regional gas volume to be
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Radionuclide

It

Tracer compound

Administration

Use

11

20.4 min

carbon monoxide
albumin
erythromycin
imipramine
propranolol

inhaled
intravenous
intravenous
intravenous
intravenous

blood volume
plasma volume
pharm cokinetics
pharmacok i net1cs
pharmacoki netics

13

10.0 min

gas

inhaled

dissolved in saline

intravenous

pulmonary gas volume
ventilation
ventilation/perfusion ratios

carbon dioxide
water

inhaled
intravenous

carbon monoxide

inhaled

lung water
ljng water
pulmonary blood flow
blood volume

deoxygiucose

intravenous

glucose utilisation

C

N

15

0

18F

2.1 min

110 min

19

Ne

17.4 s

gas

inhaled

ventilation

68

Ga

68.1 min

transferrin

intravenous

permeability
plasma volume

68

Ge/ 6 8 Ga

external
radiation source

lung density
attenuation correction

275 days/
/68.1 min

measured during steady state (II) whilst recordings made during the
washout of nitrogen-13 provides a measurement of the regional turnover
rate of alveolar gas (Senda 1986). The alveolar concentration of
nitrogen-13 measured during the intravenous infusion of nitrob2n-13
dissolved in saline, in contrast, may be interpreted in terms of
regional ventilation/perfusion ratios (VI, V ) .

APPLICATIONS OF POSITRON TOMOGRAPHY
IN THE LUNG: A REVIEW

Blood volume and lung density.
The early application of positron tomography in the lung was mainly
concerned with investigations of the vascular and extravascular
compartments. These measurements provide a sensitive assessment of
structural changes in disease and, furthermore, they provide the
necessary basis for compartmental tracer analysis thus playing a
central role in most studies of lung function using posi'.ron emission
tomography.

The inhalation of

C-carbon monoxide results in the labelling of

erythrocytes by the high affinity binding of

CO to hemoglobin

(Phelps 1979). The regional pulmonary blood volume (ml blood per cm
of thorax) is derived from the ratio between the regional
concentration of tracer in the thorax and the concentration in venous
blood samples. A small correction is incorporated into the calculation
since hematocrit is slightly lower in the pulmonary vascular bed than
in peripheral venous blood. Hematocrit in the lung has been measured
using methyl- C-albumin as a plasma marker and the values obtained
were found to be some 10% lower than hematocrit in peripheral venous
blood (Brudin 1986).
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There is a linear relationship between the density of low atomic
weight materials and the attenuation coefficient for annihilation
photons. The reconstructed transmission tomogram thus provides a
measurement of regional lung density - grams of lung per cm

of thorax

(Rhodes 1981). The regional extravascular lung density may be
calculated by subtracting the contributing from the vascular pool.
This allows changes in the extravascular space to be studied separate
fram factors affecting blood volume (Rhodes 1981, Brudin 1987). Using
this approach, an increased extravascular density was found in
patients with interstitial lung disease (Wollmer 1984a). The regional
pulmonary blood volume was nearly normal in early stage disease, but
substantially reduced m

patients with severe pulmonary fibrosis. This

suggests an involvment of the vascular bed in the pathological
process. Increased extravascular lung density has been demonstrated in
patients with acute pulmonary edema following myocardial infarction
(Wollmer 1987) and in patients with longstanding conditions such as
chronic pulmonary venous hypertension (Wollmer 1983) and intracardiac
left-to-right shunt (Wollmer 1984b).

Lung water and blood flow.
Oxygen-15 can be used to lable the water pool both by intravenous
15
infusion of H-

15

0 and the inhalation of C

02- After the tracer has

equilibrated with the water pool, measurements of the regional
pulmonary water volume may be obtained (Ahluwalia 1980, Meyer 1984,
Schuster 1985). Since lung tissue has a water content of some 802,
such measurements yields information similar to that obtained from
lung density. An increased extravascular water volume was demonstrated
in patients with chronic heart failure (Schober 1985).
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The first passage of intravenously injected H?

0 through the lung

was applied to assess the pulmonary water pool using a doubleindicator dilution technique (Fazio 1976). With a similar dynamic
approach, positron emission tomography enables the regional pulmonary
blood flow to be derived from measurements of tracer accumulation in
the lung during a rapid (17 seconds) intravenous infusion of H»

0

(Mintun 1986). Continuous sampling of blood from the pulmonary artery
is required to derive the input function of H*

0 to the lung. Studies

have, as yet, been made in animals. The effects of alveolar hypoxia
and oleic acid injury on blood flow and lung water have been
investigated in the dog (Schuster 1986, Schuster 1988, Velazquez
1988).

Pulmonary vascular permeability.
The transvascular flux of protein has been measured after in vivo
labelling of transferrin by intravenous administration of

Ga-

citrate. This is an adaptation of a double indicator method described
by Gorin et al. (Gorin 1980) using
diffusable tracer and

99m

In-transferrin as the

Tc-labelled autologous erythrocytes as a

blood pool reference. With positron emission tomography, however, an
analysis of the equilibration of tracer between the vascular and
extravascular space allows unidirectional ^ate constants and the
plasma volume to be determind regionally. A four-fold increase of the
pulmonary transcapillary escape rate of transferrin was demonstrated
in patients with ARDS compared to normal subjects (Mintun 1987).
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Glucose utilisation.
Deoxyglucose is a glucose analogue that is transported across the
cell membrane and phosphorylated in a way similar to glucose. Due to
its modified molecular structure, however, deoxyglucose is not further
metabolized but becomes metabolically trapped within cells. With
18
fluorine-18 labelled deoxyglucose ( FDG) the metabolic rate for
glucose may be derived from serial measurements of the accumulation of
tracer in tissue (for a review, se Reivich 1985).

The energy requirements of inflammatory cells such as neutrophils
and lymphocytes are almost entirely provided for by anaerobic
glycolysis. Hence, glucose utilisation is of particular interest as a
marker of inflammatory activity. In a study of patients with
cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis, the metabolic rate for glucose per
gram of extravascular lung tissue was compared to the values obtained
in healthy controls (Pantin 1989). In the group of patients who
deteriorated clinically over the one year follow up, there was a 2 to
3-fold increase in glucose utilisation whilst patients who were
clinically stable did not differ from controls.

Pharmacokinetic studies.
Labelling of pharmaceutical compounds allows pharmacokinetic
studies to be performed non-invasively. The concentration of drug may
be measured with respect to the relevant compartment in the target
organ. This is of particular importance in the lung, where the
regional volumes of gas, blood and extravascular tissue may change
considerably in disease. In a pioneering study of the distribution of
antibiotics in pneumonic lung, the concentration of carbon-11 labelled
erythromycin was demonstrated to be similar in pneumonic regions and
unaffected regions (Wollmer 1982).
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The lung exerts a number of active metabolic functions, such as the
specific endothelial uptake and inactivation of certain circulating
vasoactive compounds. The impaired pulmonary uptake and washout of
some carbon-11 labelled lipophilic amines (e.g. iiripramin and
propranolol) found in different groups of patients with sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis and chrcnic obstructive pulmonary disease, has been
suggested to indicate endothelial cell damage (Pascal 1982, 1983).

VENTILATION AND VENTILATION/PERFUSION RATIOS

Regional ventilation and the matching of regional ventilation to
blood flow may be used to characterize the lung in its primary role to
provide an air-to-blood interface for the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide. The aim of the present work was to develop methods for
the measurements of regional ventilation and regional
ventilation/perfusion ratios. For this purpose, tracer kinetic
principles earlier used in qualitative way were adapted to positron
emission tomography and the quantitative measurements of tracer
concentration. The validity of the tracer kinetic models applied was
investigated in detail and the topographical distributions of
ventilation and ventilation/perfusion ratios were measured with an
accuracy and spatial precision not previously available.

-16-

Theoty and methods.
The lung models applied to describe \he transport of inert gas
tracers in the lung involve a numbe.i of Si iplifications:

ventilation and perfurion a1

.icu pulsatile, but relate to a

constant flow of gas and b] ,•.:•}, respectively

all regions are ventilated in parallel, no gas transfer
occurs between regions

the regional alveolrr gas volume constitutes a single well
mixed compartment

Deviations between these basic assumptions and features of ventilation
in man are obvious. The question we addressed in a quantitative manner
concerned the extent to which these deviations affect the accuracy
when values of regional tracer concentration are converted into
physiological parameters.

Regional ventilation was measured using neon-19 and the steadystate technique, previously applied to krypton-81m and the gamma
camera (Fazio 1975). Considering the lung model described above and
the low solubility of neon (\, =0.0097), tracer conservation yields

V

A
C

Th

. -1,

where X- = decay constant of neon-19 (2.34 min~ )
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Ventilation (V.) may be calculated from eq. 1 if the thoracic
concentration of neon-19 (C~.) and the distribution volume of neon
(i.e. the pulmonary gas volume; V.) are measured for the same region
of lung together with the concentration of tracer in inspired air
(Cj). The regional pulmonary gas volume is obtained by subtraction of
the tissue volume (derived from the lung density measurement) since
gas and tissue constitute complementary compartments in the lung
(Brudin 1987). This approach was validated by a separate labelling of
pulmonary gas with nitrogen-13 inhaled (II).

The effects of tracer transport in the convective airways and gas
mixing between regions were studied using a lung model featuring
airways oead space and tidal gas flow (I). The steady-state alveolar
tracer concentration was calculated for the course of a breathing
cycle by computer simulations of a 1'ing characterized by predefined
values of regional lung density and mode of ventilation. The
inspiratory

minute ventilation of fresh air ("alveolar ventilation")

constitutes the reference to which values of V. obtained from eq. 1
were compared. In the normal lung of supine man at rest, with

a

turnover rate of alveolar gas ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 min~ , V. as
calculated from eq. 1 overestimates alveolar ventilation by some 3X in
the low ventilation regions but underestimates alveolar ventilation by
8% in the best ventilated parts. The errors result mainly from the
decay of tracer during its passage through the bronchial tree and the
transfer of tracer via the common dead space from better ventilated
parts to low ventilation regions. The breathing pattern per se does
not appreciably affect the accuracy, as long as the variation remains
within physiological limits at rest

-18-
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The importance of tracer transport and mixing within regions was
considered in paper II. The size of the regions was chosen to
represent lung containing some 100-200 acinar units, which corresponds
to the spatial resolution of tomographic measurements in the lung. The
delivery of tracer to such regions, i.e. to regions subtended by the
7-8th airway generation, follows the convective inspiratory gas flow
(Paiva 1979). The amount of tracer expelled is determined

by the

convective expiratory flow, provided the intra-regional mixing between
inspired air and alveolar gas is complete. Intra-regional tracer
concentration gradients serve to increase the amount of tracer
expelled since the expiratory clearance would be biased towards the
better ventilated parts, which hold the higher levels of tracer
concentration. The true extent of intra-regional gas flov
heterogeneity is largely unknown but in the normal lung the errors are
likely to be negligible. It was found that even if the ventilatory
turnover rate in disease varies with a coefficient of variation of
some 302 within the small regions considered, the values of V.
obtained underestimate

the actual alveolar ventilation by less than

IX. The worst case is represented by a strictly bimodal intra-regional
gas flow distribution with some units being virtually non-ventilated
whilst gas flow is normal or increased in remaining parts of the
region. For such regions, which may exist in e.g. severe airway
obstruction, an underestimation of the actual ventilation by up to
50-60X could be encountered.
Tracer transport is also affected by the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in the lung. The gas volume expired is generally lower
than the volume inspired, as indicated by the respiratory exchange
ratio (RQ). This results in a reduction of the amounts of neon-19
expelled, especially in regions with low values of the
ventilation/perfusion ratio. However, this reduction is largely
balanced by the removal of neon-19 dissolved in blood, leaving the net
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transport of tracer virtually unaffected. In severe airway
obstruction, regions with very low ventilation/perfusion ratios may
. , - • • »

appear, but even for a V/Q of 0.05, the errors in V. imposed do not
exceed 1%.

Regional ventilation/perfusion ratios were measured with a method
based on the continuous intravenous infusion of nitrogen-13 dissolved
in saline. Nitrogen-13 partitions between alveolar gas and capillary
blood (blood/gas partition coefficient X^ = 0 015) in the lung (IV).
The alveolar concentration of nitrogen-13 at steady state (C.) is
determined by the balance between tracer extracted from the pulmonary
blood flow (Q) and the removal of tracer by ventilation (V.). Hence

VA/Q . j? - ^

(2)

rt

The concentration of nitrogen-13 in mixed venous blood (Cri) may be
obtained directly from the nitrogen-13 tomogram, if the level of the
tomographic' plane through the chest is chosen to intersect the right
heart ventricle (V). The regional alveolar concentration of nitrogen13 is calculated from the recorded thoracic concentration and values
of the regional pulmonary gas volume, derived from the transmission
tomogram as previously described. Part of the nitrogen-13 activity in
the lung originates from tracer in the vascular compartment, mainly in
venous blood prior to the equilibration with alveolar gas. The
subtraction of vascular nitrogen-13 is made using a measurement of the
regional pulmonary blood volume, recorded following the inhalation of
trace amounts of carbon-11 labelled carbon monoxide (Rhodes 1981). It
is assumed that 402 of the regional pulmonary gas volume is upstre^^
of the gas-exchanging region in the capillary bed. This correction is
small in most instances, not exceeding 15%, unless the regional
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pulmonary blood volume is abnormally high and/or the regional V./Q
considerably exceeds the normal range (V).

The implications of dead space ventilation were investigated
with respect to the values of ventilation/perfusion ratios obtained
(IV). The reinspiration of mixed alveolar gas from the common dead
space provides a route for the transfer of nitrogen-12 from low V./Q
regions to high V./Q regions. Dead space ventilation contributes to
the removal of nitrogen-13 from low V /Q regions and the effective
ventilation clearing thf tracer thus exceeds the ventilatory flow of
fresh gas (V ). Conversely, the effective ventilation in high V./Q
A

Pi

regions falls below V.. This notion of dead space ventilation (Ross
A

I960) has been incorporated into the lung model used. The values of
ventilation/perfusion ratios obtained from eq. 2 were shown to
overestimate the actual V /Q by 18% when V /Q = 0.1 but an
Pi

A

underestimation by 68% was encountered when V /Q = 10. The effects of
dead space ventilation on gas transport is dependent not only on the
dispersion of regional V./Q values but also on the solubility in blood
of the gas considered. The V./Q ratio is thus a somtwhat elusive
parameter with regards to gas transport, and the effective ventilation
for both oxygen and carbon dioxide generally differs from V.. In fact,
A
using the multiple-compartment V/Q computer program of West and Wagner
(West 1977), the effective regional ventilation/perfusion ratios for
oxygen were found to be close to those for nitrogen-13, whilst the
effective ventilation/perfusion ratios for carbon dioxide, closely
follow VA/Q at least when V./Q is in the range 0.1 tx 10.

Clinical studies
The regional distribution of gas volume (V,) and ventilation (V )
A

A

was measured during tidal breathing in 8 nonsmokers and 7 current
smokers without respiratory symptoms (III). Calculations were made in
regions 2 x 2 en

covering the lung fields in the tomogram.

Considering the spatial resolution of the measurements, each region
represents a lung voluiitu of some 30-40 cm .
The topographical distribution pattern was similar in all
nonsmoking subjects with a 2-3 fold increase in V. from ventral
A

-1
-3
(0.9+0.2 ml-min -cm , mean + S.D.) to dorsal parts (2.3+0.6) in
supine posture, whilst V. was some 20% lower in dorsal (0.64+0.05
_3
ml-cm ) than in ventral regions (0.78+0.02). The topographical
A

distributions of V

the

•"•*•

and V, reflect regional differences both in the

performance of individual alveolar units and in the number of units.
The latter is influenced by alveolar expansion but also, in
competition for space, by regional differences in the volume of nonalveolar structures - in the normal lung mainly the vascular pool
(Rhodes 1981, Brudin 1987). Vft/VA in contrast (i.e. the regional
turnover rate of alveolar gas) reflects the ventilatory performance of
individual units, provided alveoli within a given region perform
resonably uniformly. The distribution of V./V, was analysed to assess
A

A

the intrinsic properties of lung tissue when exposed to different
transpulmonary pressures. The vertical distribution of V./V

obtained

in nonsmoking subjects can be well explained by the elastic properties
of lung tissue as outlined by the Salazar-Knowles equation (Salazar
1964). This strongly supports the idea tnat compliance is the main
determinant of gas flow distribution during quiet breathing.
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The smokers formed a heterogeneous group with regard to smoking

•

jet
history (range:17-53 packyears) and a substantial scatter in the
topographic distribution of V. was observed between subjects. The
average ventilation in the tomographic plane did not differ between
smokers and nonsmokers, but considerable regional ventilatory
abnormalities were found in six of the seven smokers. There was also a
general tendency for gas flow to be diverted from dependent towards
non-dependent parts of the lung. Regional ventilatory abnormalities
have been demonstrated previously in comparable groups of smokers
(Heidendal 1972, Barter 1985). The present investigation, however,
included measurements of the regional pulmonary gas volume which
allows the relationship between ventilation and gas volume to be
studied at the regional level. V. did not deviate from the normal
gravitational pattern in any of the smokers, not even in regions with
very low ventilation. The ventilatory abnormalities found are thus the
result of a dynamic redistribution of gas flow, probably caused by an
increased flow resistance following the inflammatory changes in small
airways associated with smoking (Niewoehner 1974,

Cosio 1978).

The topographical distribution of regional ventilation-perfusion
ratios (V/Q) was studied in twelve normal subjects (V). Measurements
were obtained from a single thoracic plane at the level of the right
ventricle in the supine posture during quiet breathing. The volume
weighted mean values of V/Ö averaged over the lung fields, ranged from
0.50 to 1.29 with a group mean of 0.80. The values obtained are
similar to those derived for the entire lung using the multiple inert
gas elimination technique (Wagner 1974) and the inter subject range
agrees well with the range predicted from normal values of
arteriovenous oxygen content differences and the arterial partial
pressures of carbon dioxide (Fahri 1987).
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A significant fall in V/Q by 25-502 in the ventrodorsal direction
was observed in eight subjects. Two subjects showed a systematic
increase towards dependent parts of the lung by some 30% whilst the
remaining two subjects had a uniform V/Q distribution. Previous
investigations into the ventrodorsal distribution of V/Q have given
conflicting results. Studies based on xenon-133 and a breath-holding
procedure have demonstrated increasing values of V/0 in the direction
of gravity (Kaneko 1966) or a virtually constant level (Glazier 1966).
Using single photon tomography with krypton-81m and technetium-99m
labelled albumin macroaggregates to estimate the relative ventilation
and perfusion distributions, decreasing values of V/Q were found in
the ventrodorsal direction (Lavender 1984). There may indeed be
methodological differences between reported studies, but even so,
regional differences in the topographical distribution of
ventilation/perfusion ratios are relatively small compared to the
dispersion of the ventilation in the supine posture. In conclusion,
blood flow is largely matched to ventilation in this posture.

In 7 of the 12 subjects studied (3 smokers and 4 nonsmokers)
nitrogen-13 accumulated in the most dependent peripheral zones of one
or both lungs. The recorded values of V/Q in these regions ranged from
0.1 to 0.3, but this probably represents a substantial overestimation
of the true values due to the limited spatial resolution of the
scanner and the fact that steady-stpte levels of nitrogen-13 may not
be reached in units with very low ventilation. The washout of
nitrogen-13 from such units was followed by a number of tomograms
recorded immediately after the nitrogen-13 infusion was terminated.
The ventilatory turnover of gas was very low (0.05-0.20 min

), but

remaining pools of nitrogen-13 could quickly be removed by increasing
the tidal volume. This suggests that small regions of lung with very
low ventilation, unmatched by blood flow, commonly exist in the most

dependent parts of the lungs in the supine posture. The fact thaf no
regional ventilatory abnormalities were to be found in nonsmoking
subjects using neon-19, suggests that only a small fraction of the
regional gas volume is affected. Low values of V/Q (0.01-0.1) were
also found in healthy subjects using the multiple inert gas
elimination technique (Wagner 1974). These regional abnormalities are
probably caused by airway closure, which have previously been
demonstrated in the supine posture using 133 Xe (Prefaut 1981).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis describes the application of positron emission
tomography to the measurements of regional ventilation and regional
ventilation/perfusion ratios, based on inert gas tracers of low
solubility. Similar tracer kinetic principles have been used
previously and the main features of the topographical distributions of
both ventilation and ventilation/perfusion ratios has been established
in normal lung, albeit in a qualitative way employing relatively crude
imaging devices. The quantitative measurements presented in this
thesis at large confirm these earlier results in normal lung. New
insight, however, has been gained into the relationship between
ventilation and gas volume at the regional level, and an uncoupling
between ventilation and gas volume was demonstrated in a group of
smokers. In the supine posture, lung units with very low ventilation,
unmatched by blood flow, were found in the most dependent parts, even
in healthy nonsmoking subjects. The unique qualities of positron
emission tomography allow individual regions of abnormal lung to be
identified and the tracer kinetic models applied to be analysed in a
quantitative way. The measured parameters may be presented in absolute
units and reliable values obtained even in abnormal lung. The
pathophysiology of specific lung disease in man may thus be studied in
vivo with respect to a range of structural, physiological and
biochemical changes.
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Quantification of Regional Ventilation in
Humans Using a Short-Lived RadiotracerTheoretical Evaluation
of the Steady-State Model
Sven O. Valind, Christopher G. Rhodes," and Björn Jonson
Department of Clinical Physiology, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden; and MRC Cyclotron
Unit Hammenmith Hospital, hmdon. United Kingdom
The accuracy of the steady-state measurement of ventilation by means of a short-lived
insoluble inert gas tracer rests with the validity of the steady-state flow equation. This has
previously been applied to the qualitative assessment of regional ventilation using krypton81m, but may potentially be used for the calculation of regional alveolar ventilation per unit
alveolar gas volume—(VA/VAX*—from measurements of the alveolar concentration of the
tracer. The steady-state alveolar tracer concentration was calculated for the course of a
breathing cycle, using a lung model featuring airways dead space and tidal gas flow. The
calculations were made by computer simulations of a lung, characterized by predefined
values of parameters descrioing the lung structure and the mode of ventilation. In the normal
lung oi supine mart at rest (specific alveolar ventilation, ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 min"!) the
errors of ( V A / V » ) ^ relative to the predefined true values range from an overestimation t>y
some 3% in the low ventilation regions to an underestimation by 8% in the best ventilated
regions. The errors mainly result from ventilation of the airways dead space, which will
influence the retribution of tracer in the lung by the transfer of tracer between regions by
way of the common dead space and by the decay of tracer during its transport through the
bronchial tree.
J Nucl Med 28: 1144-1154,1987

the steady-state concentration in the lung of a short-

JLositron emission tomography (PET) allows the re-

lived radiotracer inhaled.

gional concentration of radioactive tracers to be measured quantitatively. Using the appropriate models to
depict the physiological conduct or the tracers, the
regional tracer concentrations measured may be converted into quantitative physiological parameters. In
this way, regional organ function can be accurately
analyzed in vivo. However, the models applied often
involve simplifications which may affect the accuracy
of the parameters derived. This paper addresses the
accuracy of regional alveolar ventilation as derived from

Received Apr. 23, 1986;revisionaccepted Jan. 30, 1987.
Forreprintscontact: Sven O. Valind, Depl. of Clinical Physiology, 5-221 85, Lund, Sweden.
'Permanent address MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith
Hospital, London WI2 OHS. UK.

Theory
The steady-stale alveolar concentration of a short-lived
radioactive tracer during its continuous administration by
inhalation, is determined by the balance betweer the rates of
tracer delivery and elimination. The lung model used to assess
regional ventilation ( / ) is based on the following assumptions.
(For definition of symbols related to parameters, see Appendix.)
1. The delivery and clearance of tracer by ventilation is
provided by a constant time independent flow (V A ),
2. All regions are ventilated in parallel, no gas transfer
between regions is considered.
3. Tracer transit through the airways dead space does not
affect the tracer concentration in the lung.
4. The distribution volume equals the alveolar gas volume
(V A ), which is invariable and constitutes a well mixed compartment.
The concentration of tracer in the pulmonary gas phase
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where A is the radioactive decay constant of the tracer and C,
represents the tracer concentration of inspired air. This concept was introduced by Fazio and Jones [2) lor the assessment
of regional ventilation using """Kr (T* = 13.4 s) and the
gamma camera. Although the true vcntilalory conduct of the
lung docs not entirely comply with the model used to derive
Eq. ( i ) , the steady-slate method has proved useful for the
qualitative estimation of the relative regional distribution of
ventilation in health and disease.
A similar approach can be taken with positron emission
tomography and the short lived (Tv, = 17.4 s) positron emitting
isotope 19-ncon (J). Using PET, the regional concentration
of positron emitters can be obtained quantitatively in absolute
units in tomographic sections (4). In the chest, regional concentration refers to activity per unit volume of the thorax, but
a second measurement of the regional pulmonary gas volume
allows the tracer concentration to be expressed relative to its
volume of distribution. This volume can be obtained from a
measrrcment of regional lung density, using an external radiation source (.•>). Subsequently. Eq. (I) can be rearranged
such.

g-'

(2)

to provide ventilation per unit alveolar gas volume, i.e., the
specific ventilation, in absolute units (min '). The accuracy
of the result is subject lo the extent to which the model used
to denvc Eq. (2) complies with the features of ventilation.
Deviations between this model and the lung arc as follows.
1. The vcntilatory flow rate varies during the breathing
cycle and both delivery and clearance of tracer by ventilation
arc tidal phenomena
2. The airways dead space constitutes a mixing chamber
for expired gas and a route for transfer of tracer between
regions
3. The tracer decays with lime during the transit through
the airways dcail space
4. The distribution volume of the tracer, i.e., the pulmonary gas volume, changes during a breath in accordance with
the vcntilatory flow rale
The objective of this paper is to investigate the errors
introduced by the assumptions involved in the derivation of
Eq. (2). l o r this purpose a lung model featuring airways dead
space and a tidal breathing pattern has been used for the
simulation of external measurements of radioactivity within
the chest.
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FIGURE 1
The alveolar regions comprise gas (V.) and tissue (shaded
areas). The specific alveolar ventilation (VA/VA) and lung
density (DL) increase from ventral to dorsal regions according to data from normal resting subjects in the supine
posture (5,6). The difference between end inspiratory (interrupted lines) and end expiratory volume (solid lines)
represents both fresh gas reaching the alveolar regions
and alveolar gas reinspired from the airways dead space.

The airways dead space V,, includes the common dead
space ( VIK ) shared by all regions and. for each region individually, a regional dead space (V I>K ). The dead space volumes
are regarded as constant throughout the breathing cycle, while
the alveolar gas volume will vary with the vcntilalory gas flow.
The gas flow varies sinusoidally during both inspiration and
expiration and has a blunt velocity profile, no longitudinal
mixing of gas has been considered. The mode of ventilation
can be changed with respect to tidal volume, breathing frequency and the inspiratory/cxpiratory lime ratio (Ti/T f ).

MKTIIODS

The tidal gas flow to any alveolar region comprises three
consecutive tractions with respect to the tracer concentration:
(a) gas from the regional dead space, in which the tracer
concentration at end expiration equals the regional alveolar
concentration; (b) gas from the common dead space, including
the mouth piece, with a tracer concentration representing a
Mow (ventilation) weighted average of gas expelled from all
compartments during the previous breath; When inspired, this
gas is distributed to all regions, in proportion to the regional
flow rale; and (c) fresh gas with a tracer concentration of C,,
as measured at the airway opening.

Lung Model
Three homogenous regions arc synchronously ventilated
(fig. I). Each region comprises gas and tissue, in proportions
expressed by the regional lung density (D, - g lung/cm' of
•he thorax). The pulmonary gas volume constitutes both
alveolar gas and gas contained in the airways.

The model takes into account the decay of tracer during its
passage through the airways. The transit time varies during
the breath with the flow rate and differs between regions due
lo the regional differences in ventilation. The amount of gas
reaching the alveolar space comprir.es all three portions inhaled, while only the fresh gas represents alveolar ventilation.
The ratio of the regional alveolar ventilation to the regional
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alveolar gas volume at mid-inspiralion (FRC + 0.5 x tidal
volume) dclincs the regional specific alveolar ventilation V A /
VA.
At the onset of expiration, each alveolar region is assumed
to represent a well mixed compartment with respect to the
tracer concentration. Hence, in each instance, the tracer concentration of the gasexpircd equals the alveolar concentration,
centration of the gas expired equals the alveolar concentration.
Simulation of Regional Measurements
Any regional measurement of radioactivity in the lung,
based on external detection, relates to the tracer content of a
fixed volume clement of the thorax—the study volume (V 5 )
(Fig. 2). The tracer content of the study volume will vary
during the breathing cycle, owing to tidal changes of both the
alveolar tracer concentration (CA) and the pulmonary gas
volume in V s (V*;). Hence, to simulate the result of regional
measurements, the time course of both CA and V * , must be
obtained. The regional pulmonary gas volume is related to
the regional lung density (D L ), such that

V«;(t)= V s ( l -

")

(3)

where p is the density of solid lung tissue (1.04 g/cm3) and t
denotes time. D, (t) is calculated from the predefined values
of regional lung density at mid-inspiralion and regional alveolar ventilation, assuming that the tissue mass of the lung region
is constant throughout the breathing cycle, e.g., neglecting any
tidal variations of the vascular pool.
It should be noted that V K ; (i) has been considered to
include pan of the regional airways dead space. Likewise, the
study volume tracer content was derived considering both
alveolar and airway contributions to tracer within the study
volume.
Computer Simulations
The number of lung rrgions, breathing frequency, and
inspiratory/cxpiralory time ratios (T,/T|) arc selected. For
each region its volume (tissue + gas) at mid-inspiration.

ENDINSPIRATION

ENOEXPIRATION
study volume (V5)

tissue

FIGURE 2
The study volume contains gas and tissue and when the
lung is inflated both gas and tissue will be displaced from
V». Th« gas volume held by V s is, in each instance,
determined by the regional lung density.

Valind. Rhodes, and Jonson

spmtic aNeular ventilation, lung density at mid-inspiration,
and the various dead space volumes must be defined.
To obtain the alveolar tracer concentration, the calculations
arc performed as a stepwise iterative process. The breathing
cycle is divided into 800 time increments (At). During each
of these, the response to alveolar tracer concentration to decay
and gas volume displacements is calculated according to simple mass balance equations. Hence, the regional alveolar content of tracer at time t + At equals the amount of tracer at
time t (taking the radioactive decay into account) in addition
to the quantity of tracer inhaled (or expired) during the time
At:
CA (t + M) VA (t + i t )

t + At
= C A (t) V A

JC,(r)V(r)dr
t

(4)

where CA(t) =
V A (t) =
A=
CVt) =

alveolar tracer concentration at time t;
alveolar gas volume at time l;
radioactive decay constant of the tracer;
concentration of tracer in gas entering (or leaving) the alveolar space at time t; and
V(t) = vcntilatory flow rate at time l.
The initial alveolar and airways dead space tracer content
equals zero and the breathing cycle is repeated until a s'.eadystatc is reached, i.e., until the end expiratory alveolar tracer
concentration differs from the pre-inspiratory level by less
than 0.001% in all compartments. Subsequently, to simulate
regional measurements extending over numerous breathing
cycles, the time weighted average of the study volume tracer
content and gas volume are derived. The ratio of tracer content
and gas volume corresponds to the regional tracer concentration per unit thoracic gas volume. Regional estimates of
specific alveolar ventilation (V A /V A ) t l , arc then calculated
according 10 ilq. (2). The errors of (V A /V A ) C ,, are expressed in
percent of the true predefined specific alveolar ventilation.
A hasic set of model parameters describing the lung and
mode of ventilation (Tig. 1), which are typical for a normal
resting adult man in the supine posture, arc used. The lung is
divided into three regions of equal volume (tissue + gas) at
mid-inspiration, considered to represent the ventral, middle,
and dorsal parts of the lung. The breathing frequency is 12
min"' and Ti/T f . » 0.75. The decay constant of the tracer
(2,39 min'') is chosen to comply with the half-life of 19-neon.
The dead space fractions arc defined in terms of the airways
generations included (Fig. 1). The volumes have been estimated from Weibel's morphomctric model of the airways) 7).
Thus, the total dead space volume (V u ) has been chosen to be
250 ml, of which 220 ml approximates the gas volume of
airways generations 1-17 and 30 ml represents the dead space
introduced by the tracer gas dispensing system. The common
dead space ( V [ x ) extends to include airway generation 5 (85
ml), whilst the regional dead space (V, w ) comprises airways
generation 6-17, in total 165 ml, i.e., 55 ml for each region.
Part of the gas volume observed within the study volume
constitutes gas contained in the distal airways (Vos), which is
assumed 10 constitute airways distal to the ninth generation.
Converted into total lung performance, the basic set of
parameters yields a total ventilation of 10.5 I/mm, of which
28.6% (3.0 l/min) constitutes dead space ventilation. The
pulmonary gas volume at mid-inspiration is equal to 3.5 I.
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FIGURE 3
Partitioning of the lung in common
dead space (VDC), regional dead
space (Vm) and alveolar gas volume
(V,). The study volume comprises VA
and part of the regional dead space
(VDS). The volumes chosen for the
basic set of model parameters are
indicated by solid arrows; interrupted
arrows indicate the variations considered.
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Deviations from the basic set of parameters arc described
later.

RESULTS
Lung Model at Steady-State
The response of the model during a breathing cycle
is illustrated in Figure 4, for the ventral and dorsal parts
of the lung, using the basic set of model parameters.
Gas entering or leaving the alveolar space has the
tracer concentration d (Fig. 4, upper left panel). During inspiration, C r represents three successive fractions
of gas springing from V, )K , V, H and fresh gas, respectively. The decay of tracer during transit through the
airways dead space serves to reduce C, in all three
fractions inspired. The transit limes arc influenced by
regional differences in ventilation and by the sinusoidal
flow pattern. During expiration C, equals the alveolar
tracer concentration (CA), which will decrease in parallel

to the radioactive decay. The fall in CA continues during
inspiration of gas from V|,R (Fig. 4, lower left panel)
and is accelerated in the dorsal region as gas from V l x
enters the alveolar space. Only when fresh gas arrives,
docs CA start to increase. The peak concentration is
reached slightly before the end of inspiration, as the low
final flow rate docs not compensate for the decay.
The tidal variations of the alveolar gas volume in a
given lung region follow the regional ventilalory gas
flow. The amount of gas in the corresponding study
volume, however, varies considerably less during the
breathing cycle (Fig. 4, upper right panel), since alveoli
arc displaced as the inflation of the lung changes during
tidal breathing (Fig. 2). This is also reflected in the
tracer signal attainable by means of external detection
techniques, which relate to the amount of tracer within
the study volume, and not within a specific set of
alveolar units. Together with the tracer held by part of
the regional dead space, the displacement of alveoli
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FIGURE 4
Response of ventral and dorsal regions of the lung mode! at steady-state—symbols are defined in the text. The gas
volumes and the amount of tracer have been normalized to the size of the study volume.
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TABLE 1
Calculated Estimates of v y v A (min ') for Different Sets of Model Parameters
(V^/V.)» Region
Model parameters'

Relative errors (%) region

Ventral

Middle

Dorsal

Ventral

Mddte

Dorsal

Basic model

1.025

2166

3.230

+2.5

-3.8

-7.7

Vog=0 a. V D C - 8 5 ml
b. Voc-0

0.980
0.933

2.100
2.115

3.158
3.268

-2.0
-6.7

-6.7
-6.0

-9.8
-6.6

V D =0 a. f=12mirr'
b. f=24mirr'

1.000
1.000

2.254
2.250

3.516
3.503

<0.1
<0.1

+0.2
<0.1

H0 5
+0.1

Alveolar sampling

0979

2.090

3126

-2.1

-7.1

-10.7

' The predefined values of V./V, amounts to 1.0, 2.25 and 3.50 min"' in the ventral, middle and dorsal region, respectively. See
text for details

accounts for the differences in trace activity between
the study volume and the corresponding alveolar units
(Fig. 4, lower right panel).
Regional Specific Alveolar Ventilation
Using the basic set of model parameters, the errors
of (V A /V.) t ,, were +2.5%, -3.8%, and -7.7% in the
ventral, middle, and dorsal compartment, respectively,
(Table I).
When the distal airways within the study volume are
eliminated (V l)s = 0), gas within the study volume
represents alveolar gas only. This results in slightly
lower values of (VA/VA)(ill in all regions (Table I, section
2a). If the different regions are ventilated strictly in
parallel and the transfer of gas between regions is neglected, V,, constitutes regional dead space only. This
corresponds to VDH of 83 ml for each region and V[x= 0, which results in an almost uniform underestimation (-6-7%) of VA/VA (Table I, Section 2b).
In a lung model without any dead space, i.e., without
gas mixing and without transport tracer decay, the
errors are <0.5% (Table I, section 3a). Increasing the
breathing frequency, further reduces the differences between true and calculated specific alveolar ventilation
(Table I, Section 3b).
The simulation of an invasive method that allows
sampling of alveolar gas is represented by the time
weighted average of the alveolar concentration of tracer.
This gives values of (VA/VAX.,, close to those obtained
for Vos = 0 (Table I, Sections 4 and I, Section 2a),
since the tracer present in the airways plays no role in
either of these measurements.
The accuracy of (V A /V A ) C- in regions with alveolar
ventilation and lung density outside the range considered for the basic set of data, was calculated by the
inclusion of a fourth compartment in the model. V A /
VA in this additional region, comprising '/« of the lung.

was varied from O.I min"' to 6.0 min ' with D L equal
to 0.1 g/cm' and 0.6 g/cm ] . All other features of the
model were unchanged compared with the basic set.
(V A /V A ) ul in the additional region is shown in Figure
S. Although the relative errors are substantial in regions
with very low ventilation (Table 2), the errors in absolute numbers are small over the whole range. The
inclusion of a fourth compartment will slightly affect
(VA/VÄ)^, in the primary regions, due to the interregional transfer of tracer by way of the common dead
space (Table 2).
Influence of Model Assumptions
The basic assumptions concerning the position of the
alveoli-to-airways stable interface and the position of

f

6

D L 0 i o c m ' 33
DL-0.B g • cm'

v A /v A (mif 1 ).
FIGURE 5
(VA/V A )C* for different values of true specific alveolar ventilation (V*/V A ) and lung density (D t ). The region considered
comprises Vi of '.»-«* lung; the remaining % are depicted by
the basic set of model parameters. The line of identity is
indicated (
).
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TABLE 2
Accuracy o! (VA/V*)» Following inclusion of a Region with Ventilation and Density Widely Outside the Normal Range
Relative errors (%) region
Model parameters'
Basic model
Added region:

Ventral

Middle

Dorsal

Added
region

+2.5
+2.3
+2.1
+3.5
+3.0

-3.8
-4.8
-4.9
-1.7
-1.0

-7.7
-9.5
-9.5
-5.0
-3.5

+109
-)50
-10.1
-6.8

DL=0.6 g cm"3
3

Di=0.1 gem"
DL=0.6 g c m 3
DL=0.1 gem" 1

VA/V,=0.1 min-

Added region:
V»/VA=6.0 mm"

,£

' The basic three-compartment models (1) has been extended by the inclusion of a fourth region, which comprises 'A ot the lung.

the branching point between common and regional
dead space were modified (Fig. 3), keeping all other
parameters constant. Extending V,, in the distal direction, the errors of (V A /V A ) i;1 , slightly increase (Fig. 6).
Similarly, there is a progressively small increase in the
errors as the branching point between V IX and VDR is
displaced dislally (Fig. 7).
(V^/VAXT.1 will change with the number of airways
generations included in the study volume. Gas and
tracer held by the airways serve to increase (V A /V A ) ca ,
in all regions (Fig. 8); more so in the ventral region
because of its low alveolar tracer concentration (low
ventilation).
The influence of the breathing pattern was studied
by assigning different values to the breathing frequency
and to T,/T| with the alveolar ventilation maintained

at constant level in each region. High breathing frequency leads to a considerable increase in the errors of
(V A /V A ) laF , while changes in T , / T E have small effects
(Fig. 9).
To the extent that a sequential pattern of ventilation
may prevail, regions with a relatively high flow rate
during the early parts of the inspiration will receive a
higher proportion of the dead space ventilation than
they would i f ventilation was strictly synchronous. An
attempt to assess the effects of sequential ventilation
was made by assigning the first 50% of V I K inhaled to
one of the regions. The residual gas from V I x : was then
divided between all regions in proportion to the ventilation. If the early part of the inspiralory gas flow is
directed to the ventral region, alveolar ventilation in
this region is further overestimated, and the errors
increase from +2.5% to +6.0%. When directed to the
dorsal part (V A /V A ) ia , will decrease, and the undcresti-

(0

I
ventral

g
uj
ventral

0
middle

middle

dorsal

dorsal

-10 L

-10 L
15

17

9

19
Airway generation

Airway generation
FIGURE 6
Relative errors of (VA/VAX* for different positions of the
alveoli-to-airways interface. Arrow indicates tre distal delineation of VD, chosen for the basic model (generation 17).

FIGURE 7
Relative errors of (VA/V*),* for different positions of the
distal delineation of the common .sad space (Voc). Voc =
0 corresponds to parallel ventil; .ion. The arrow indicates
VDC. chosen for the basic set c. model parameters.
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6
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-10 L

12

24

Breathing frequency

0.5

0.75

15

T,A E

(min"1)

5

9

15

17

Airway generation
FIGURE 8
Relative errors of ( V ^ V , ) ^ , for different number of airway
generations included in Vos. The dead space volume included (Vos), comprises airways distal to the generations
indicated, extending to the alveolar interlace at the 17th
generation. Airway generation 17, as indicated, corresponds to Vos = 0. The arrow denotes V » , as chosen for
the basic model.

mation of specific alveolar ventilation goes from —7.7%
to -10.6%. The middle region is little affected by the
based distribution of the dead space ventilation, the
errors going from -3.8% to -4.6%.
DISCUSSION
Earlier use of the steady-state method for the measurement of ventilation has been associated with qualitative techniques of obtaining the regional distribution
of the tracer. Thus, the operational equation, based
mainly on the assumption of a constant, lime independent vcntilatory Dow to parallel con partmcnls, has
largely been used in a qualitative way. However, with
the development of positron emission tomography, the
regional tracer concentration can be measured in absolute units. This enables the operational equation to
be solved and ventilation to be derived quantitatively.
In this context, when the use of the method is no longer
confined to qualitative measurements of tracer concentration, the validity of the model itself becomes the
limiting factor for the accuracy of the steady-state
method. There arc obvious differences between the
model used to derive the steady-state equation and
features of ventilation in man. The extent to which
these affcel the quantitalion of region jl alveolar ventilation has been appraised by mean:, of an extended
model featuring airways dead space and tidal breathing.
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FIGURE 9
Relative errors of ( V A / V . U for different breathing patterns.
The arrows indicate the pattern chosen for the basic set
of model parameters.

Parameters describing the lung and mode of ventilation have been chosen from a range that is physiologically plausible. It should be noted that the predefined
values of alveolar ventilation refer to the volume of
fresh gas transferred to the alveolar compartment in
each breath, i.e., to the mechanical aspect of ventilation rather than to gas exchange. As the dead space
volumes are the most critical factors, we have preferred
• j use values that may imply a slight overcstimation, in
that the Wcibel data (7) relate to the airways system at
Vt of maximal inspiration. The volume of the airways
dead space, smaller airways in particular, is likely to
change slightly during the breathing cycle. For a given
alveolar ventilation, this may result in a small distortion
of the time course of the volume flow of gas to the
alveolar region. The influence of the flow pattern per
sc, however, is insignificant (see below).
Factors Affecting Accuracy of (VA/VA)™I
The errors of ( V A / V A ) ^ result from the combined
influence of different features of gas transport in the
lung, the relative importance of which can be assessed
by changing the conditions of tracer transport in the
model.
Airways Dead Space
The importance of the airways dead space follows
from the rcinspiration of alveolar gas. Total elimination
of the airways dead space (V D = 0) results in a trivial
difference between (VA/VA)c,i and the true specific alveolar ventilation in all regions. The small residual
errors arc caused by the sampling technique. Using
external detection of radiation, higher weight will be
given to the alveolar tracer concentration at high (end
inspiratory) alveolar gas volumes that at low (end expiratory) volumes, and the true time weighted average

i

of the alveolar tracer concentration will be slightly
overestimated. Increasing the breathing ficMuency. the
tidal changes of the pulmonary gas volume get smaller
and the errors of (V A /V A X il , arc further reduced, reflecting a progressive approach of the model to the prerequisites of the steady-state How equation.
Implementing the airways dead space in the model,
parallel ventilation (V,* = 0) results in an almost
uniform underestimation of the true specific alveolar
ventilation by 6-7%. The magnitude mainly reflects
the influence of tracer decay during transport through
the bronchial tree.
Gas mixing and the subsequent exchange of tracer
between regions arc attributable to the common dead
space, and results in a substantial scatter of the errors
between regions. For high ventilation regions, the gas
inhaled from V,» holds lower tracer concentration than
the gas expelled. Hence, the net transport of tracer to
high ventilation regions will be reduced, resulting in a
further underestimation of V A /V A . The opposite is true
for regions of low ventilation, which tends to cancel the
errors caused by tracer decay during transport.
Breathing Pattern
The influence of the i nspiratory/expiratory time ratio
was found to be negligible. This implies that the assumption of a specifically sinusoidal flow pattern docs
not significantly affect (VA/VA)(V,,. Changes in the
breathing frequency, however, have a direct effect on
the dead space ventilation. With constant alveolar ventilation, higher breathing frequency serves to increase
the dead space ventilation relative to the alveolar ventilation. Thus, the tracer transport between regions will
be enhanced, with a progressive divergence of the relative errors of (VA/VA)>a,.
Sampling Technique
The application of external sampling techniques results in measurements which include parts of the tracer
held by the airways. During most of the inspiration, the
airways tracer concentration, being just slightly below
d , exceeds the alveolar concentration. Thus, tracer held
by the airways within the study volume, contributes to
and serves to increase the study volume tracer content.
(V A /V A ) ia ,, will therefore be higher than if the study
volumes represented alveolar gas only (V1)S = 0) or if
direct sampling of alveolar gas could be applied. This is
of special importance in regions of very low alveolar
ventilation (Fig. 5), where the amount of tracer held by
the alveolar compartment is small by virtue of the small
amounts of tracer delivered.
Model Assumptions
The distribution of tracer within the airways during
expiration equals the flow weighted average of the alveolar concentration of the regions subtended. This will
deviate considerably from (he concentration of the in-

dividual regions only in parts of the bronchial tree
subtending regions of widely different ventilation. In
the distal parts mixing will have little influence, at least
in the normal lung, where adjacent regions are likely to
have a similar alveolar ventilation. The result of the
continuous process of gas mixing in the bronchial tree,
has been approximated by a step distribution of the
tracer concentration at end expiration. In the model,
each compartment is subtended by airways which constitute the regional dead space (V DR ). The tracer concentration in V,)R at end expiration equals the regional
alveolar concentration. In the common dead space
(V,*-), comprising the proximal part of the airways, all
regions will contribute to the tracer content in relation
to the regional gas flow. The volume of V l x , i.e., the
position of its distal delineation, will determine the
extent of gas transport between regions. The distal
delineation of V, x defines the airways generation, distal
to which the full range of V A /V A considered, is represented. For the basic set of model parameters used, this
corresponds to a V A /V A range of 1.0-3.5/min distal to
airways generation 5, i.e., well below the segmental
level. In the normal lung, this is probably an ovcrcstimation of V\x-. However, extending V, x from the distal
end of generation 2 to the distal end of generation 9,
i.e., increasing V, x by some 30%, docs not appreciably
affect the corresponding differences between calculated
and true alveolar ventilation.
Tracer Transport
The assumption that tracer transport is related to
volume flow only—that is, disregarding diffusion—
needs further consideration. The interaction between
convectivc and diffusive transport during inspiration
results in an axial concentration gradient—the stationary alveolar interface. This extends mainly from airways
generation 15 to 19 (#) in the normal lung. Proximal
to the interface, convectivc transport dominates and
the regional distribution of gas transport will follow the
volume flow (9). Hence, insofar as the branching points
between the regions considered arc located proximal to
generation 15. tracer transport to the different regions
will largely follow the volume flow. In parts distal to
the alveolar interface diffusive transport dominates and
only minor concentration gradients exist. This could be
regarded as the physiological limitation of the spatial
resolution of the steady-state method. Volume flow can
not be resolved within a region where different parts
arc in diffusion equilibrium with regard to the tracer
concentration. The sloping concentration profiles in the
distal part of the airways system have been approximated by a step alveolar interface located at the distal
end of generation 17. The gas volume distal to this is
considered as a well mixed alveolar compartment. The
location of the alveolar interface is by no means critical,
a shift in the position of the interface has little effect on
the accuracy of (V A /V A ) lil , (Fig. 6).
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In airways where conveclive gas flow prevails a nonuniform velocity profile results in the longitudinal mixing of gases. Longitudinal mixing serves to smooth the
tracer concentration gradients between the different
fractions of gas inspired (c.f. Fig. 4, upper left panel)
and to slightly modify the arrival of tracer to the alveolar
regions. The result of this is similar to that of changes
in the inspiratory flow pattern, which were found not
to influence (VA/VA),J| significantly.
The exchange of physiological gases at the alveolar
level slightly affects the transport of tracer. The amount
of oxygen extracted from a lung region generally differs
from the amount of carbon dioxide expelled, as expressed by the respiratory quotient. For the normal
lung, with respiratory quotients in a narrow range
around 0.8, the gas volume expired is slightly smaller
than the volume inspired. The lung model, thus, imposes a small ovcrcslimation of the expiratory clearance
of tracer. This is, however, partly balanced by small
amounts of tracer being cleared by blood flow for tracers
with a small but finite solubility in blood. The overall
effect is small and has been neglected in the analysis.

gions, in terms of the transfer of tracer from regions of
higher to regions of lower than average ventilation—
via the common dead space—results in a further underestimation of specific alveolar ventilation in high VA/
VA regions. (3.5 min"1) of some 3-4% and an overcstima'ion of almost 5% in low VA/VA regions (1.0 min"1).
The effect of external detection, i.e., sampling a Fixed
thoracic volume element, is to overestimate the true
values of VA/VA by -3-5%. This results in a reduction
of the errors associated with the airways dead space—
providing an overall distribution of errors in the normal
lung ranging from an ovcrcstimation of 3% to an underestimation of 8%.
The breathing pattern, per sc, will not appreciably
affect the accuracy. However, for a given ventilation,
the dead space ventilation and, therefore, the transfer
of tracer between regions is directly related to the
breathing frequency. Hence, the divergence of the errors
between regions progressively increases with increasing
breathing frequency.
APPENDIX

Sequential Gas Flow

The assumption of synchronous ventilation may not
be met in all circumstances (10). To the extent that
different regions of the lung are inflated in sequence,
this will affect the regional dead space ventilation. Regions receiving most of the volume inhaled during the
early part of the inspiration, will therefore get most of
the gas inhaled from the common dead space. In addition, sequential deflation of different regions will cause
a stratification of the tracer concentration in the common dead space during expiration. Both factors may
contribute to a variable and unpredictable degree of
tracer transport between regions. However, the calculations made should provide a reasonable assessment
of the magnitude of the influence of sequential differences on the measurement of alveolar ventilation. Not
even a gross distortion of the distribution of the dead
space ventilation between different regions causes a
substantial detraction from the basic results in the normal lung.

SUMMARY
The accuracy of the steady-state method, as applied
to the derivation of ventilation from quantitative measurements of the regional distribution of a short-lived
radiotraccr (19-neon, Tv, = 17.4 sec) and of the regional
pulmonary gas volume, is subject mainly to the influence of the airways dead space.
The decay of tracer during its passage through the
bronchial tree will cause an underestimation of the true
specific alveolar ventilation on the order of 6-7% during normal conditions. The interaction between re-

Summary of Symbols
If not indicated otherwise, symbols relate to regional values
of the parameters.
CA.CA(I): alveolar concentration of the radioactive tracer:
d : tracer concentration in inspired air;
Cr{t): concentration of tracer in gas entering (or leaving) the
alveolar space at time t;
Di.,Di.(t): lung density;
A: radioactive decay constant of the tracer;
i>: density of gas free lung tissue (1.04 g/cm 3 );
TI(TI): duration of the expiratory (inspiratory) part of the
breathing cycle;
VA.VA(|); alveolar gas volume;
V,,: total volume of the airways dead space;
V l x : total volume of the common dead space;
VDR: volume of the regional dead space;
Vv study volume referring to a fixed volume
clement of the thorax;
V«;,VS|<0'- gas volume of the study volume;
VA: alveolar ventilation
(breathing frequency - alveolar tidal volume);
V(t): vcntilatory flow rate;
(V A /V AA ,,: specific alveolar ventilation (turnover of alveolar
gas) as calculated from the literature model (Eq. 2), using
simulated values of the alveolar concentration of tracer.
l o r the time dependent parameters the value at time I has
been indicated by inclusion of "(I)" after the symbol.
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ABSTRACT

The adaptation to positron emission tomography of the steady-state
technique for the measurement of alveolar ventilation, based on the shortlived radionuclide neon-19 (T, =17.4 s ) , enables the steady-state lung model
to be analysed in a quantitative way under well defined geometrical
conditions. The regional gas volume is essential to this analysis, and a
validation of the tomographic measurement of the pulmonary gas volume is
prpsented in this paper. The accuracy of the steady-state method rests
largely with the validity of the lung model applied to describe the
transport of tracer in the lung. This study considers tracer transport and
mixing within individual lung regions. The size of each region was chosen
to represent lung containing some 100-200 acinar units, which corresponds
to the spatial resolution of the tomographic measurements of

19
Ne. Blood

flow and the alveolar-to-capillary exchange of gases do not significantly
affect the values obtained, not even in regions with highly abnormal
ventilation/perfusion ratios. If the intra-regional gas flow distribution
is nonupiform an underestimation of the regional ventilation will occure,
determind by the dispersion of the ventilatory turnover rates of alveolar
gas within the region. The true extent of intra-regional gas flow
heterogeneity is largely unknown, but in the normal lung the errors are
likely to be negligible. Even if the ventilatory turnover rate in
disease has a coefficient of variation of some 30% within the small regions
considered, the errors do not exceed IX. The worst case is represented by a
strictly bimodal gas flow distribution with some units beeing virtually
non-ventilated whilst gas flow is normal or even increased in remaining
parts of the region. For such regions, an underestimation of the actual
ventilation by up to 50-60% could be encountered.

Key words: regional lung function, steady-state, neon-19.
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INTRODUCTION

f

.,-•>

During the continuous inhalation of an inert-gas radionuclide, the
alveolar"

concentration of isotope is determined by the turnover rate of

alveolar gas and by radioactive decay. This concept was applied by Fazio
and Jones for the steady-state imaging of regional ventilation using
krypton-81m and the gamma camera (1.). In the present paper we describe the
quantitative measurement of alveolar ventilation based on the adaption of
the steady-state method to positron emission tomography and the short-lived
positron emitter neon-19 (T,,=17.4s), earlier used in a qualitative manner
by Crouzel

et al. (Z).

With positron emission tDmography (PET) the regional concentration of
isotope with respect to thoracic volume can be accurately measured in
tomographic sections of the chest. Both the thoracic concentration of
tracer (radioactivity per unit volume of the thorax) and the pulmonary gas
volume (ml of gas per unit volume of the thorax) may be obtained. The
regional pulmonary gas volume represents a useful physiological parameter
in its own right and it is also essential to the analysis of the steadystate lung model since

it defines the distribution volume of insoluble gas

tracers in the lung.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the accuracy afforded by
the steady-state method for the measurement of the regional inspiratory
minute ventilation of fresh gas. The accuracy is to some extent limited by
the nature of the transport of diffusable tracers in the lung. The
influence of airways dead space and the tidal breathing pattern has been
studied previously (3) and this report addresses to the intra-regional
transfer of tracer, particularly the influence of intra-regional gas flow
heterogeneities and the effects of gas transfer across the alveolarcapillary membrane. The statistical uncertainty of the measurements, due to
radioactive decay counting statistics, has been assessed together with the
propagation of statistical noise, which arises when the measured parameters
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are converted into values of regional ventilation. Furthermore, values of
the regional pulmonary gas volume, derived from transmission mode
measurements of lung density, have been validated in vivo by emission
tomography following the labelling of pulmonary gas with the long-lived
positron emitter nitrogen-13 (T,, = 10.0 min).

SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

If not indicated otherwise, symbols relate to regional values of the
parameters. For the time dependent parameters, the value at tine t has
been indicated by the inclusion of "(t) n after the symbol, whilst the
symbol without affix denotes the time-weighted average, which includes
numerous breathing cycles. Volumes of thoracic space are expressed in cm
whilst gas volumes are given in ml at BTPS.

C.

- tracer concentration in alveolar gas (MBq«ml~ )

C,

- gas volume weighted mean of C. for a given region of the thorax

A

A

C_.

- thoracic concentration of the tracer (MBq-cnf )

C.

- concentration of tracer in inspired air (MBq-ml~ )

D.

- lung density expressed as tissue mass (including blood) per unit
_3
volume of thorax (g#cm )

X_

- radioactive decay constant

X_

- Ostwald solubility coefficient

Q

- pulmonary blood flow per unit volume of thorax (ml-min" -cm" )
3
- density of gas free lung tissue (1.04 g*cm )

p
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VQ

- regional pulmonary gas volume expressed as gas volume per unit
volume of thorax (ml-cm" )

V"A

- regional alveolar gas volume (ml-cm" )

VA

- regional alveolar ventilation defined by the inspiratory minute
ventilation of fresh gas per unit volume of thorax
(ml>min~ -cm" )

V A /V A

- specific alveolar ventilation defined by the alveolar
ventilation per unit volume of alveolar gas (min~ )

METHODS

The steady-state ventilation model

The lung model used to analyse the steady-state alveolar concentration
of the tracer (C A ) has been characterised by Amis and Jones in its
application to krypton-81m (4). The model postulates that the net transport
of tracer is determined by the alveolar ventilation (V.), which is
expressed as a constant time independent gas flow to regions ventilated in
parallel* Each region is assumed to be uniform with respect to tracer
concentration, following complete mixing between inspired air and alveolar
gas.
At equilibrium, the delivery of tracer by inspiration is balanced by the
expiratory clearance and the radioactive decay, hence
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The concentration of isotope in the lung measured by external detection
of radiation, relates to the concentration per unit volume of thorax ( C ^ ) For the isotope concentration in alveolar gas (C. = C™ /V.) to be obtained,
a separate measurement of the alveolar gas volume (VA) is required.
Substituting for C., eq. 1 can be rearranged to give

TTh
The regional alveolar ventilation may thus be calculated if C_. and VA are
measured for the same element of lung, together with the concentration of
tracer in inspired air (C.).

Measurements of the regional pulmonary gas volume

The regional lung tissue density (D.) is determined by the relative
amounts of gas and tissue per unit volume of the thorax. The regional
volume of lung tissue (including blood, interstitial and alveolar
structures and fluid) equals

D./p , where p denotes the density of gas
t

LJ

I

free lung tissue (1.04 g-cm" ). The regional gas volume (Vr,_.) may thus be
calculated such

expressed in ml gas (BTPS) per cm

of thorax.

The regional lung density is obtained from transmission mode measurements using an external radiation source encircling the subject. Rhodes et
al (5) demonstrated a slight overestimation of density for low density
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objects vhen surrounded by a high-density photon scattering medium (e.g.
water). In the thorax, the influence of the chestvall and mediastinal
structures thus results in a small overest imation of lung density. Measured
in a chest phantom, the density of "lung" regions containing air alone vas
found to be overestimated by 0.026 g-cnT

on average (range 0.017 to 0.035

g'cm" ). To compensate for this small systematic error, a value of 0.026
g-cm

has been subtracted from the transmission tomogram.

An alternative method to measure the regional pulmonary gas volume is
based on the labelling of pulmonary gas with the long lived isotope
nitrogen-13 (T,, = 10.0 min). Owing to the low solubility of nitrogen (the
blood/gas partition coefficient equals 0.015 at body temperature (6)), the
n
distribution volume of inhaled "N (denoted by V-..-...) is close to the
VJV

1 jN )

pulmonary gas volume. At equilibrium, the concentration of

13
N in the

pulmonary gas phase (c-ru/vr/i3M\) equals the concentration in inspired air
(C,). Hence,

w
V

G(13N) ~

CT.

I"

C

which allows the regional pulmonary gas volume to be calculated as the
thoracic to input

N concentration ratio.

Instrumentation

Measurements were made using an ECAT II instrument (CTI, Knoxville) in
the emission and transmission modes (7). The spatial resi lution of the
instrument, measured as the full width at half maximum response to a line
source of radioactivity surrounded by water (FWHM) is 1.7 cm in all
directions. In the axial direction, this defines the thickness of the
tomographic section.
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VALIDATION OF GAS VOLUME MEASUREHENTS

Experimental protocol

Seven normal healthy subjects were studied in the supine posture. The
level of the single transversal tomographic plane was chosen from the
caudal part of the lung, well clear of the diaphragm. A 10-15 min transmission scan including some ten million coincidence events was recorded.
Following this, the pulmonary gas phase was labelled with nitrogen-13,
produced in a cyclotron by the

C(d,n) N reaction (8).

N was conti-

nuously supplied from a 50 ml batch using a Harvard constant infusion pump,
mixed with a constant air flow and fed to an anaesthetic balloon from which
the subject inhaled. Of the 13 min tracer administration time, the first 5
min were allowed for equilibration. The time was chosen for the tracer to
equilibrate also in low ventilation regions, which, in the normal lung,
have a gas turnover rate of some 1.0 min
The amount of

during quiet breathing.

N delivered was some 3 GBq (80 mCi), which resulted in

the accumulation of 0.8-1.2 x 10

coincidence events and an absorbed dose

of 0.8 mGy in the lung. During the transmission scan, the radiation
exposure of 0.2 mGy is confined to the lung section being scanned. The
activity of inspired tracer (Cj) was continuously monitored using a Naldetector cross calibrated with the tomograph and the input concentration
was adjusted to BTPS conditions to be compatible with the measured isotope
concentration in the lung.
The transmission mode measurement, serves a dual purpose, that of
correcting emission mode measurements for the attenuation of radiation in
the body and to provide a measurement of regional lung density. The lung
density tomogram is also used to delineate the lung. Due to the finite
spatial resolution of the detector system, the lung-to-chestvall interface
will be represented by a gradual change in density (fig. 1). The onset of
thic gradient was used to outline the lung. In this way some 2 cm of
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i
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Figure 1
Density profile through the chest at the horizontal level indicated
in the density tomogram. There is a gradual change in density from
0.2-0.4 g-cnf

in the lung to 1.1-1.2 g-cnf3 in the chestvall,

covering a distance of approximately twice the FVHM.
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peripheral lung will be excluded from the analysis in order to avoid
2
influence from the chestwall. The analysis was made in regions of 2 x 2 cm
covering the delineated lung fields. In most subjects the area of the left
lung field in the toiiiogram was less than half the area of the right lung.
This leaves a cansiderably smaller spatial range for systematic
topographical differences to be observed in the left lung and the
topographical analysis was therefore confined to the right lung.

Results of the gas volume measurements.

The density image (fig. 1) demonstrates the anatomical structure of the
thoracic section, where the mediastinum, spine and chestwall form the high
density (1.0-1.2 g-cm

) regions. Tonograms of the pulmonary gas voiume

derived from lung density (VG/ri}) anQC nitrogen-13 ( ^ M I M J

are

presented

in fig. 2. The analysed area of the right lung field, ranged from 56 to 88
2
cm" in f.he seven subjects.
To study any overall differences between the two methods, the mean gas
volume was calculated for the right and left lung fields for each subject
(fig.3). In the right lung the mean Vg/i-iMx in the seven subjects was on
average 0.715 ml gas per cm

of thorax. V^.p

was slightly lower (0.703

ml-cm ) but the difference was not statistically significant (p > 0.3
paired T-test). In the left lung, however, V r f l 3 N - (0.678 ml*cm" ) was 7.5%
higher than V r / n . (0.631 ml-cm'3) (p<0.02).
There is a topographical variation of the pulmonary gas volume subject
to a vertical gradient of lung density (5). Vr/i->N\ varied from 0.708-0.832
ml-cm

in ventral parts

0.715 ml-cm

of the right, lung in the seven subjects to 0.563-

in dorsal parts. Possible topographical differences between

and VG,13f,. were studied in a ventro-dorsal strip of the right lung
(fig. 3) but no systematic differences between V_ /n , MX and V,,,-.. were to be
found at any gravitational level (P>0.1 analysis of variance).
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Figure 2
Tomograms of the pulmonary gas volume in a section some 5-7 cm cranial
to the diaphragm. The subject is in the supine posture and viewed in
the foot-to-head direction. The images illustrate the pulmonary gas
volume as calculated from lung density (upper panel) and nitrogen-13
(lower panel), with a linear grey scale 0-1.5 g-cm" .
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Figure 3
The average fractional gas volume in the right and left lung fields of
the seven subjects, as calculated from lung density (V\,/r..) and
nitrogen-13 vV"/iiu\) - upper panel. The mean values are indicated by
arrows. Individual vertical profiles of V-,iiM\/vp/n\ i n regions
2
2 x 2 cm (see insert) - lower panel. The mean value at each leve* has
been indicated (*).
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TRACER TRANSPORT IN THE LUNG

The steady-state lung model relies on a close correlation between tracer
transport and the convective flcv of fresh gas. The inter-regional
distribution of neon-19, has been studied previously (3), where special
consideration was given to the tidal breathing pattern, the reinspiration
of mixed alveolar gas and the decay of tracer during its passage through
the bronchial tree.

This section considers the intra-regional transport of

tracer where the size of the regions has been chosen to match the spatial
resolution of the tomographic measurements of isotope in the lung.

Spatial resolution

The resolution of the scanner used is 1.7 cm FWHM in water, but due to
the penetration of positrons through gas filled alveoli prior to
annihilation, the effective FWHM tends to increase in the lung. The
penetration distance, which is determined by the positron energy and the
density of the absorbing medium (9), is negligible in solid tissue (10).
In regions with a lung density of 0.40 g-cm" , however, only 50X of
positrons emitted from

19
Ne are annihilated within a distance of 0.35 cm

from the isotope and this distance is increased to 0.70 cm in regions with
a density of 0.20 g-cm" . The resulting effective spatial resolution is 1.9
and 2.3 cm FVHM respectively, These values are representative for the
normal lung. In emphysema tous lung, spatial resolution may deteriorate with
a calculated FWHM of 4.8 cm in regions with a lung density of 0.05 g-cm~ .

n normal lung, the resolution element of the tomograra (defined by a
square with the side equal to the FWHM ( U ) ) covers an area of
2
approximately 2 x 2 cm in the tomographic plane. The values of isot
concentration obtained for this region are influenced by isotope in
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surrounding lung as a result of the limited spatial resolution. At a
distance of 1/2FUHM from a point source of radioactivity, the weighting
factor has decreased to half and amounts to a few percent only at a
distance equal to the FWHM. For a resolution of 2.0 cm in all directions, a
lung region reaching 1/2FWHM outside the resolution element covers some 4 x
2
4 cm in the tomographic plane and an axial distance of 2 cm. Such a region
corresponds to the volume of some 100-200 acinar units (0.5-1.0% of the
entire lung) i.e. to a lung region subtended by airways of the 7-8th airway
generation.

Tracer transport by ventilation

Mechanisms underlying the transfer of gas during inspiration change
along the bronchial tree. The interaction between convective flow and
diffusion results in an axial concentration front between inspired air and
alveolar gas - the stationary alveolar interface. With the inspiratory flow
rates encountered in normal lung during quiet breathing, this interface
extends from the 15th airway generation in the distal direction (1^, 13).
In airways proximal to the concentration front, convective transport
dominates whilst gas transport is largely diffusion dependent distal to the
15th airway generation, i.e. in regions subtended by terminal bronchioles
(acinar units). Similar conditions should also hold for

19
Ne with diffusive

properties in the gas phase close to those of nitrogen and oxygen. The
delivery of tracer to the lung regions conside':v, i.e. to regions
subtended by the 7-8th airway generations, thus follows the convective
inspiratory gas flow. Similarly, the amount of

19
Ne expelled from such a

region is determined by the convective expiratory flow, but only if the
intra-regional mixing between inspired air and alveolar gas is complete.
Diffusion provides an efficient mixing within acini in the normal lung
(14), but the intra-regional tracer concentration may vary due to
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Figure 4
Calculated values of regional ventilation (V./V.)
average

based on the

19
Ne concentration in a region with heterogeneous gas flow

distribution. V. denotes the regional gas volume and V. the actual
ventilation of the region. For any given value of V./V. the graphs
represent the worst possible case (i.e. a bimodal flow distribution)
for a given range of specific alveolar ventilation within the region:
0-1.0 min"

(a) and 0-4.0 min~

(b). The thin line indicates the line

of identity.
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differences in gas flow between acini. In disease, significant tracer
jr

concentration gradients may develop, even at the intra-acinar level. An
uneven intra-regional gas flow distribution serves to increase the amount
of tracer expelled since the expiratory clearance would be biased towards
the better ventilated parts, which hold the higher levels of tracer
19
concentration. The regional content of
Ne will therefore be reduced such
that (see appendix)

C

A
2
fP = 1 - (COV )l •
C

VA/VA

S

where C. is the average alveolar concentration of

19
Ne in the region,

whilst C, is the concentration that would be encountered if the gas flow
distribution was uniform. V. is the total ventilation of the region and V.
denotes its gas volume. COV

is the coefficient of variation of the intra-

regional dispersion of the ventilatory turnover rates of alveolar gas
(ventilation per unit alveolar gas volume).
Values of regional ventilation obtained using positron emission
tomography, are based on measurements of C. and an uneven intra-regional
gas flow distribution therefore results in an underestimation of V.. Even
for a COV

equal to 0.33, this underestimation of V. calculated from eq. 5
S

A

does not exceed 7% when V /V. is in the range 0-4 min" . However, the flow
A

A

distribution in disease may be highly irregular and the largest errors will
arise in regions with a bimodal distribution, comprising two populations of
alveoli only. At the extreme, this coulci theoretically result in an
underestimation of V. by some 60% (fig. 4) when some units are virtually
non-ventilated whilst gas flow in remaining parts of the region is normal
or increased. Such a functional separation of units within the resolution
volume of the measurement, would imply that this small volume (including
some 0.5-1.0% of the total lung) consists solely of units which are either
severly affected by disease and almost non-ventilated or virtually
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Specific alveolar ventilation (min'1)

Figure 5
Illustrations of the volume distribution of the specific alveolar
ventilation in regions where the gas flow distribution follows a
gauss i an frequency function with a coefficient of variation equal to
0.33. This heterogeneity results in an underestimation of the actual
regional ventilation (Vft) by 3.2% in a region with V A /V A equal to
l.fl min

(a) and by 6.5% in a region with V./V. equal to 4.0

min (b).
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unaffected and perform normally. For a unimodal gas flow distribution, in
contrast, the errors are considerably smaller even when there is a large
range in ventilatory turn over rate between better ventilated units and the
low ventilation units within the region considered (fig. 5 ) .

Alveolar-capillary gas exchange

Although the solubility of neon is low (X g f N .=0.0097, (15)), small
amounts of

19
Ne will be cleared by blood flow (Q). Furthermore, the

alveolar exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide is blood flow dependent and
results in a net transfer of gas so that the expired minute volume (VAC,)
generally differs from the inspired minute volume (V.j), as indicated by
the respiratory exchange ratio (RQ). The resulting mass balance equation
with respect to

IVAI = C A V AE

19
Ne may be written such:

+ X

S(Ne)CAQ

+

VAVA

(6)

The net transfer of tracer due to dead space ventilation plays little role
in this analysis and has been omitted. The concentration of tracer in mixed
venous blood is considered to be negligible due to the short half-life of
19

Ne.

Equation 6 can be rearranged such that

V

(7)

AI " C T
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This may differ from the operational equation of the steady-state method
(eq. 2) subject to the value of K. , which is given by
Ne

6

Kv

may be rewritten to (V ,, + X

x6)/V.T, which is the ratio of the

clearance of tracer by way of transport (expiratory gas flow and blood
flow) to the clearance that would be encountered if there was no gas
transfer across the alveolar-capillary membrane or, equivalently, if the
region considered was non-perfused.
V.g/V.j and, thus, K.. may be calculated from the composition of
alveolar gas, which is determind by the regional ventilation/perfusion
ratio (16). In regions with a normal V/Q (around 0.7) IC, is close to
—
we
unity. The gas volume expired is indeed some 1.52 lower than the volume
inspired, but this small reduction in the amount of tracer expelled is
balanced for by the removal of
transport of

19
Ne dissolved in blood, leaving the net

19
Ne virtually unattected.

Lf ventilation deteriorates, regions with abnormally low
ventilation/perfusion ratios may appear. For a regional V../Q equal to
0.05, V.g is some 102 lower than V., and the ventilatory clearance of
tracer is reduced accordingly. Even so, the amount of

19
Ne removed by way

of tracer transport is enhanced by some 9% (K.. =1.09) due to

19
Ne cleared

by blood flow. This increase, however, is of minor significance, since the
overall clearance of

19
Ne becomes progLessively dependent on radioactive

decay as ventilation goes down (KN << C^/C.) and the values of regional
ventilation obtained using eq. 2, do not deviate from V,, by more than !%•
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STATISTICAL ERRORS

Measurements of isotope concentration suffer from the random nature of

rs

19
radioactive decay. Values of

Ne input concentration follow the Poisson

distribution and the coefficient of variation typically amounts to some
0.2X for a total number of 0.2-0.3 x 10
graphic

counts recorded. For the tomo-

measurements* however, the relationship between number of counts

and the statistical uncertainty is more complex. The primary observations
(i.e. the number of coincidence events for the detector pairs) are Poisson
distributed, but the statistical errors of individual regions are
influenced by the image tomogram reconstruction process. For emission
tomograms the COV of the measured values of isotope concentration in a
resolution element may be estimated from the total number of counts
recorded, revised for the enhancement of statistical noise associated with
the correction of photon attenuation using transmission mode data ( U , 17).

Ne
In the normal lung, the calculated COVY. amounts to some 2-3X for some
0.5 x 10 counts recorded.
The statistical uncertainty of V Gf _. vas obtained from phantom studies
using a chest phantom with a 'lung' density of 0.25 g-cm~

in repeated

transmission mode measurements. Each tomogram contained ten million counts,
conditions which are representative of the human studies, resulting in a
COVV

of 3.5*.
G(D)

When calculating values of alveolar ventilation, the non-linear relationship between alveolar ventilation and the measured parameters results
in an amplification of the statistical noise, expressed by

V /V

COV A
(
V

= [<-i_V.(C0Vv
>2
L
V
Xp
G(D)

V /V
+

(1 • — V - < C 0 V
Xp
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Ne

)211/2
J

(9)

in the conventional first order approximation. The statistical precision of
the calculated values of V. deteriorates in regions of very high ventilation due to this enhancement of noise, and in regions of very low
ventilation due to the relatively high statistical uncertainity associated
with the measurement of low

19
Ne concentration (fig.6).

0.6 ml -cm"3
0.8ml cm 3

0.12

0.08

0.04

0J
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02

05

1

2
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Figure 6
Relative enars in V. caused by statistical noise in the measured
parameters, for different values of V./V. and V.. The total number of
counts assigned to the

19
Ne and the transmission tomograms were

0.5 x 10 6 and 10 x 10

respectively.
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DISCUSSION

•

Pulmonary gas volume
The methods used to measure the regional pulmonary gas volume refer to
the two complementary compartments in the lung, tissue and gas. There is a
coupling between the measurements in that transmission mode data are used
both to calculate V,,/r., and to correct the

N emission toraogram for the

absorption of photons in the uhest. Errors in the transmission mode
measurement are therefore perpetuated into the attenuation correction of
the

N tomogram. However, an overestimation of photon attenuation and,

consequently, of D. serves to underestimate V-.-. whilst the
concentration and

V(~(I->M\

N thoracic

is overestimated. Thus, the coupling of the

measurements tends to amplify possible differences between Vn/n\

an

d

V-...,.,., rather than to cause false positive coi relations.
The transmission measurement is

routinely made for the attenuation

correction of emission tomograms and forms a prerequisite for all PET
studies of the chest. The calculation of V«._. relies on the proportionality between the transmission object/blank tomogram and object
density, valid for homogenous objects. In the lung, the influence from
surrounding structures serves for density to be slightly overestimated, but
with the small correction applied (0.026 g-cm" ) no significant differences
were found between V.,,^ and Vr/-\™\ *n

tne

ritjht lung field of the section

through the caudal third of the lung. Ar this level of the thorax, V^. .
slightly underestimates the pulmonary gas volume in t lie left lung field,
poss'bly subject to differences in detection geo-netry between the left and
right lung fields.
The measurement of V ^ ™ .

relies on the equilibration of tracer between

alveolar gas and inspired air. The alveolat concentration of

N, however,

generally differs from the inspired concentration subject to the influence
of blood flow on tracer transport, as earlier discussed for
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19
Ne. The

•»

resulting operational equation for the calculation 01 the pulmonary gas
volume may be written such

Th
V

G(13N) " C^" K N

where (cf. K., )

K

^

+

(ll,

*1*L.

' *AI 'V

6

In the normal lung (V. T /Q around 0.7), K..=1.006 and the difference
between alveolar (C.) and input concentration (C-) is negligible. For a
V../Ö equal to 0.05, C, is some 17% lower thar Cj. and

v

G/i3NV

as

calculated from eq. h, underestimates the actual pulmonary gas volume by a
similar number. Furthermore, in patients with obstructive lung disease,
regions with very lov ventilation are likely to exist and steady-state
conditions may be impossible to achieve due to the extended equilibration
time needed. Thus, the small gain in accuracy expected by a separate
label!
labelling
of pulmonary gas using

N is questionable, except in normal

lung.

Regional ventilation

The alveolar concentration of

19
Ne is a slightly ambiguous indicator of

ventilation in the sense that ventilation refers to the mechanical aspects
of gas flow rathei than to the transport of a specific gas. The tidal
nature of gas transport may cause substantial variations in the alveolar
19
Ne concentration in the course of a single breath, but the measured
19
average level of
Ne during numerous breathing cycles is determined by the
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net transfer of a tracer and is "irtually unaffected by the breathing
pattern per se (3). In a perfectly uniform lung only the fresh gas inspired
(V.) contributes to the supply of tracer but with the existence of regional
differences in ventilation the reinspiration of mixed alveolar gas held by
the airways dead space at end-expiration results in a net transfer of
tracer between regions. The airways d-:ad space will also influence the
measured values of

19
Ne concentration by w. ' of tracer decay during transi*

through the bronchial tree, and the contribution by isotope in nonexchanging fresh gas held by the distal airways during inspiration.
In the normal lung, the errors in V. attributed to ventilation of the
airways dead space range from an overestimation by some 3% in low
ventilation regions (V./V. = 1 . 0 min" ) to an underestimation by some 8% in
the better ventilated parts (V./V. = 3.5 min" ), as previously reported
A

A

(3). In this context the errors caused by gas transfer across the alveolarcapillary membrane and by intra-regional gas flow heterogeneities, are
negligible.
In disease, the intra-regional gas flow distribution is essentially
unknown. Affected regions may suffer from a considerable degree of heterogeneity and V, will be underestimated accordingly. In addition, errors
associated with ventilation of the airways dead space tend to increase as
the regional ventilation falls, mainly as a result of tracer held by the
distal airways, the influence of which is augmented because of the low
alveolar concentration of 19Ne in low ventilation regions. Thus, if •V./V,
A
n
equals 0.1 min" , non-exchanging gas in airway generations 9 to 17 would
impose an overestimation of V., by almo.st A fartor of 2 (3). However, the
importance of these sources of errors is to some extent suppressed since
trancer transport in distal airways becomes progressively diffusion
dependent as the regional ventilation falls- The concentration interface is
therefore shifted in the proximal direction and the volume of
non-exchanging gas in affected regions tends to decrease. Furthermore, both
diffusive and convective transport of tracer between units within the
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region considered, via the distal airways, seive to reduce any
intra-regional tracer concentration gradients and, thus, to reduce the
effects of intra-regional flow heterogeneities.
In conclusion, the ability to quantitate regional ventilation using the
steady-state method, is to some extent limited by the nature of gas
transport in the human lung. This applies, however, to all methods based on
diffusable tracers.The limitations attributable to the simplifications
implied by the steady-state lung model do not severely affect the accuracy
in normal lung during quiet breathing. Although the biological input to
these sources of error is largely

unknown in disease, it is evident that

accuracy may deteriorate in those instances where the regional ventilation
is very low or the intra-regional gas flow distribution is markedly nonuniform.
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APPENDIX

For a nonuniform intra-regional distribution of the convective inspiratory
flow of fresh gas (V.), the region considered is assumed to comprise a
n

number (N) of subregions, in each of which the mixing of inspired and
alveolar gas is complete. A subregion is characterised by its value of
specific alveolar ventilation (s , for 1 < n < N), defined by

s

where v

n

=•

~

n

equals the inspiratory flow of fresh gas and v

the alveolar gas

volume. The volume distribution (f(s)) of the specific alveolar ventilation
is then given by

v
f(s ) = ~
A

1 < n <N

(A2)

where V. equals the total alveolar gas volume of the region.

By definition, the volume weighted mean value (s ) and the standard
deviation (c ) of the specific alveolar ventilation may be expressed such

s

N

J2 .

In.

vA

° • L,"-.'-. - n=l£ i •n i 'i
V

(A3)

N
f(s

n ) (s

If the instrument used does not allow the subregional structures to be
spatially resolved, the value obtained for regional

19
Ne concentration

represents a volume weighted average of the concentration in
individual subregions (C ) and
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Neglecting the influence of dead space ventilation, C may be derived from
the steady-state equation (eq.l) and expressed such
s
C

=

1 <n <N

^ — CT

(A6)

After substituting for C , Eq. A5 may be approximated by its second order
Taylor expansion, centered around s , such that

S +X

-l

o D

<So+ V

<So+ V
<A7)

Combined with eqs. A3 and A4, eq. A7 is simplified to give
V./V.

I •
V

where a^/s

a

r

2\,V.,V

^

A /V A

+

^

°

?
<VA/VA

+

V

defines the coefficient of varation (COV ) for the distribution

of specific alveolar ventilation.

If the intra-regional distribution of inspired gas was uniform, the
alveolar tracer concentration would be given by

V./V
C

=

*

• CT

(A9)

and eq. A8 may be rearranged such

^(1L= ! _(Cov ) 2 • - A V ! ! *
C

A

S

(A10)

(VA/VA * A,)

Thus, the regional isotope concentration is reduced in proportion to the
dispersion of the intra-regional gas flow distribution.
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ABSTRACT

We have measured the regional distribution of gas volume and flow
during tidal breathing in 8 nonsmokers and 7 current smokers without
respiratory symptoms. Measurements, based on the steady-state method
using neon-19 (T,,=]7.4 s) and positron tomography, were obtained for a
single tomographic plane in the supine posture. The ave age
ventilation per unit volume of thorax ranged from 1.2 to 2.6
ml-min

-1

-cm

-3

for the nonsmokers. The topographical distribution

pattern was similar in all these subjects with a 2 to 3-fold increase
in ventilation in the vertical direction from ventral to dorsal parts
whilst the gas volume was some 20% lower in the dorsal (0.64+0.05
3
-3
mi-cm , mean + S.D.) than in the ventral regions (0.78+0.02 ml-cm ).
Ventilation was inversely related to gas volume ?nd the topographical
distribution of the ventilation could be explained by the intrinsic
elastic properties of lung tissue assuming

a linear pleural pressure

gradient in the direciton of gravity. The average ventilation in the
tomographic plane was similar in smokers and nonsmokers, but
considerable regional ventilatory abnormalities were found in six of
the seven smokers and gas flow tended to be diverted from dependent to
non-dependent parts of the lung. The regional distribution of the
pulmonary gas volume, in contrast, did not deviate from the normal
pattern in any of the smokers. Thus, there is an uncoupling between
ventilation and gas volume at the regional level and the
pathophysiological mechanisms involved interfere only with the dynamic
distribution of gas flow whereas the static distribution of pulmonary
gas is virtually unaffected.

Key words: neon-19, normal man, smokers, regional ventilation,
regional pulmonary gas volume.
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INTRODUCTION

In the normal lung, regional differences in both alveolar gas volume
and ventilation during quiet breathing have largely been attributed to
the elastic properties of lung tissue and the gravity dependent
gradients in pleural pressure, as recently reviewed

by Milic-Emily

(1) and E.igel (2), This implies that ventilation and gas volume are
topographically interrelated in normal lung. The purpose of the
present study vas to explore this postulated relationship betveen
volume and ventilation at the regional level in healthy nonsmoking
subjects and to investigate possible pertubations in asymptomatic
smokers. Measurements were obtained using the short-lived radioisotope
neon-19 and positron tomography. This allows the topographical
distribution of both ventilation and gas volume to be studied in
detail, with a spatial and quantitative accuracy not previously
available.
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METHODS

Theorv

The steady-state concentration of radioisotope in alveolar gas (C.)
obtained during the continuous inhalation of

19
Ne was analysed using

the conventional parallel ventilation lung model with a constant time
independent gas flow (V,; 'alveolar ventilation'). At equilibrium, the
supply of tracer by inspiration (CjV,; C-=tracer concentration in
inspired air) is balanced by expiratory clearance and radioactive
decay, such that

C V

I A= C AV X C A V A

where V

equals the regional alveolar gas volume and X denotes the

radioactive decay constant of
The

Ne (2.39 min

).

19
Ne concentration measured by positron emission tomography

relates to radioactivity per cm

of the thorax (S,nN )• To convert

this into units of radioactivity per ml of alveolar gas (C.) the
regional alveolar gas volume expressed in ml of gas per cm

of thorax

(V.) also needs to be measured. V. is derived from a measurement of
the regional lung density (D,; g lung tissue per cm

of thorax),

recorded in transmission mode with an external radiation source (3).
Gas and tissue constitute two complementary compartments of the lung
and D. may therefore be converted into values of regional gas volume,
hence

V

A "1 " Tt

where p denotes the density of gas free lung tissue (1.04 g-cm

-P0-

).

Substituting C. vith S. QN /V. in equation 1 allows regional alveolar
ventilation to be calculated such that

XV.
(3)
C

V

I A

S

19Ne

The calculated values relate to ventilation per unit volume of
thorax. Dividing by V. allows ventilation to be expressed per unit
volume of alveolar gas (V./V.; 'specific alveolar ventilation'), i.e.
as the rate of turnover of alveolar gas.
The technical and physiological limitations of the method have been
analysed elsewhere (4,5).

Instrumentation

Transaxial measurements of

19
Ne and regional lung density were

obtained in a single tomographic plane using an ECAT II (CTI,
Knoxville) instrument in the emission and transmission mode
respectively (6). The spatial resolution of the instrument, measured
as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) response to a line source of
radioactivity in water, is 1.7 cm in the tomographic plane as well as
in the axial direction, where the latter defines the thickness of the
section measured.

Experiments? protocol

Fifteen male subjects without history of lung disease were studied in
the supine posture. Vital capacity (VC) and forced expiratory volume
in 1.0 sec (FEV-) were within the normal range for all subjects (Table
1). Eight of the subjects were nonsmokers (mean age 35 years, tange 21
to 46). The seven smokers (mean age 44 years, "ange 31 to 55) had a
smoking history between 14 and 53 pack-years.

Single-breath nitrogen

washout W3s performed in the supine posture w;th a minimum of two
tracings for each subject. Expired N~ concentration was measured with
a GuHart nitrograph and displayed against expired gas volume. The
tracings were analysed with regards to the slope of the alveolar
plateau (phase III) and the closing volume (CV) as identified from the
onset of phase IV.

A 10-15 minute transmission scan including some ten million
coincidence counts was recorded through the lower part of the thorax,
well clear of the diaphragm - in practice 9-13 cm below the sternal
fifl 68
notch, by exposing an external radiation source ( Ge/ Ga) encircling
the subject. Five of the nonsmokers were studied in a second plane
some 5 cm cranial to the first plane. During the inhalation of 19Ne a
period of 2 3 minutes was allowed for equilibration before recording
of the 400 seconds emission scan, vhich resulted in the accumulation
of 0.4 to 0.8 x 10

coincidence events.

The continuous administration of Uacei at a constant concentration
was provided by the gas dispensing system illustrated in Fig 1. 19Ne
was produced on line with a cyclotron by the

0(a,n) Ne reaction (6)

and diluted with air to provide t gas flow of 10-12 liters per minute
19
with an oxygen content of 25-30% and a Ne concentration (C,) of
approximately 20 MBq per liter, BTPS conditions. The second to second
variation of C. was monitored using a Nal-detector, cross calibrated
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To vrasta

To waste

12-16 ml
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Figuiv i
Dispensing system for

19.

Ne.
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w

Na

with the tomograph. The activity was stable during the scanning period
and there were no systematic variations during the breathing cycle.
The radiation dose absorbed during the recording of the
transmission scan was some 0.2 mGy, confined to the thoracic section
being scanned. The amount of radioactivity in the lung during
19
inhalation of
Ne typically resulted in an absorbed dose of 0.8 mGy
to the whole lung, for each plane measured.
The study was approved by the Hammersmith Hospital Research Ethics
Committee and the United Kingdom Administration of Radioactive
Substances Advisory Committee.

Data analysis

V., V A and V./V

2
were calculated for regions 2x2 cm , covering the two

lung fields (right and left) in the tomogram. The spatial resolution
of the measurements is affected by the penetration depth of positrons
in lung tissue prior to annihilation and with the scanner used, a
spatial resolution in the range 1.9 - 2.3 cm (FWHM) is to be expected
in normal lung (5). Considering the effects of a the limited spatial
resolution and of respiratory movements of the lung, isotope within a
lung volume of some 30-40 cm

(i.e. some 100-200 acinar units in

normal lung) contributes with a weighting factor in the range 0.5-1.0
to the measured value for each region. In orHei to minimize the
influence of the surrounding chestwall and mediastinum, some 2-2.5 cm
of peripheral lung was excluded from further analysis, using the lung
density image to identify the lung border. Similarly, regions in close
proximity to the hila were excluded in order to avoid gas and tracer
i

the large airways.
The detailed topographical analysis and the comparisons of smokers

to nonsmokers were confined to the right lung field because the small
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area and large variation in shape of the left lung field leaves a
considerably smaller spatial range for topographical differences to be
observed. Vertical gradients were studied in a peripheral zone, where
influences of hilar structures are minimal. The horizontal
distributions were analysed in a strip, which includes three regions
at a constant gravitational level, 5 cm below the ventral surface of
the lung.
The measured parameters suffer from statistical uncertainties due
to the random nature of radioactive decay. Within regions of the size
chosen and for count rates typical of the present studies, the
coefficient of variation (COV) for the values of

19
Ne concentration

obtained is of the order of 2-5Z and for the alveolar gas volume some
3.5%. The calculation of V. ho» the steady-state flow equation tends
to amplify the statistical noise, especially in regions with high
ventilation. Hence, for the low ventilation regions the COV of V, is
of the order of b-6%, whilst the random errors amount to 10-12X in the
best ventilated regions (5).
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Table 1. Subject background.

Subject

Age

Spirometry

N 2 -single breath washout*

VC FEV 1

slope of phase III

Smoking history

CV

Nonsmokers

1
3
A

34
39
A6
A2

5
6
7

33
35
21

8

2

109 100
108 105
107 103
112 108
121 105

1.8

11

2.A

16

1.8

10

2.A

16

1.2

17

102 95
122 108

1.3

16

1.0

13

25

126 116

1.3

1A

Mean

3A

113

105

1.7

1A

S.D.

+8

+9

+6

+0.5

+3

122 116
102 107
102 88

l.A

20

32

2.2

18

17

5.5

li

1A

7.6

Al

35

Smokers

A8
35

9
10
11
12

31
55

13

35

80
113 112

2.6

1A

55

8A

36

37

15

52

86
9A

9.1

83

10.2

2A

53

Hean

AA

101

96

S.D.

+10

+ 13

+ 15

90

20

VC and FEVj Q have been expressed in percent of their
predicted values
s

he slope of phase III is expressed in Z M« per liter of

gas (BTPS) expired and the closing volume in X of the
vital capacity measured in the supine posture
pack-years
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RESULTS

Tomogvams of the primary measurements (lung density and thoracic
concentration of 19Ne) are shovn in fig. 2 together with the
calculated functional images of V. and V.. From the lung density
image, the main anatomical features of the thoracic section may be
identified and the outline of the lung determined (fig. 2b). In
keeping with the low solubility of neon, no radioisotope could be
detected in extrapulmonary structures (fig. 2a).

Nonsmokeis

The average alveolar ventilation in the right lung field varied
considerably between subjects with a range from 1.2 to 2.6
ml-min

-cm

, wtiereas the average pulmonary gas volume was relatively

stable with a group mean of 0.71 ml-cm . Comparing right to left lung,
the average alveolar ve .cilation was invariably higher and the gas
volume lower in the left lung field. If the left lung field was
compared to a part of similar shape and graviational level in the
right lung, however, alveolar ventilation did not differ (1.9+0.5 and
1 "*0.5 ml-min" -cnT

respectively), but the pulmonary gas volume

still was slightly lower (0.03 ml-cnf ) on the left side (p<0.05,
paired T-te c f)-

The variation of V., within subjects (Table 2) largely results from
an increase in ventilation going from ventral to dorsal regions,
whilst the change of V, was linked to a vertical gradient in the
opposite direction (figs. 2c and 2d). A detailed analysis of the
vertical distributions of V. and V, was made using regions at
different graviational levels in peripheral lung (fig. 3 ) . Changes in
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ii ii
Figure 2
Tomograms of lung density (upper right) and

19.
Ne thoracic

concentration (upper left) for subject 3 (non smoker). The
lower panels represent the calculated parameters: alveolar
gas volume (right) and ventilation (left). The range of the
linear grey scale is 0-1.0 mi-cm
0-2.5 ml-min" -cm" (ventilation).

(alveolar gas volume) and

Table 2. Alveolar ventilation and gas volume measured in regions 2x2 cm ,
covering the right lung field.

Subject

Number of

V

(ml-min

-cm

)

V. (mi-cm

)

Coupling of V A to V

A

A

(linear regression)
regions

mean

range

mean

range

r-value

slops
(min"1)

Nonsmokers

1
2
3
4

22
16
13
18

5

18

6
7
8

19

1.3
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.9
1.3

18
22

1.2
2.6

0.9-2.0

0.71

0.57-0.83

-0.80

- 3.8

1.1-2.3

0.69

0.51-0.84

-0.84

- 3.0

1.1-2.2

0.70

0.47-0.81

-0.81

- 4.S

0.7-2.0

0.72

0.55-0.82

-0.84

- 4.2

1.0-2.9

0.72

0.57-0.82

-0.87

- 7.2

0.7-2.1

0.75

0.62-0.87

-0.62

- 3.8

0.7-2.2

0.63

0.50-0.75

-0.75

- 3.7

1.1-4.2

0.72

0.57-0.83

-0.76

- 7.5

Group mean

1.6

0.71

S.D.

0.5

+0.03

Smokers

1.1

0.5-1.7

0.70

0.56-0.77

+0.74

+ 4.40

1.8
1.3
2.2
2.2
1.3

1.1-3.0

0.66

0.55-0.79

-0.63

- 3.7

0.8-2.2

0.73

0.56-0.84

-0.57

- 2.7

12
13
14

21
21
19
17
17
14

+0.05

15

21

2.2

NS*
-11.0
NS*
- 5.5

9
10
11

Group mean

S.D

0.8-4.0

0.73

0.53-0.83

1.0-4.9

0.74

0.61-0.85

-0.75

1.0-1.7

0.61

0,48-0.74

+0.37

1.0-4.0

0.72

0.55-0.84

-0.64

0. 70

1.7

+<i.r>

+0.5

NS indicates that V A and V A are uncorrelated (p>0.05).
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NONSMOKERS
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Figure 3
Ventro-dorsal distributions of alveolar gas volume (V ) an-i
A

2

ventilation (V A ) in nonsmokers in regions (2x2 cm ) of
peripheral lung (see insert). The vertical distance is
measured from the ventral surface of the lung to the centre
of each region and numbers refer to subjects (c.f. Tables 1
and 2 ) . V A is displayed using a logarithmic scale and the
interrupted line illustrates the group mean at each vertical
level. The vertical bars represent the statistical
uncertainty (+ one S.D.) of Vft in individual regions - see
Data analysis.

15
dorsal

NONSMOKERS

6.0
5.0403.0
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J
2.0-

1.0

3

7

11

15
dorsal

ventral

vertical distance (cm)

Figure 4
Ventro-dorsal profiles of the tuinovet rate of alveolar gas
(V /V ) in nonsmokeis. For derail*, S P " legend to figure 3.
A A
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V. were largely confined to the dependent 2/3 of the lung, where V.
A

A

decreased by some 0.025 ml-cm

for each cm in the direction of

gravity. There was an almost exponential increase of V. in *•*•*• same
direction (r-values in the range 0.90-0.99; regression --.'/sis), and
V. increased by a factor of 1.08+0.02

for each cm i

'-. vertical

A

direction (mean +S.D. for the eight subject; r?:-j{e

1.05-1.12) and

alveolar ventilation was on average 2.4 time . .igher in the lover
posterior than in the upper anterior refr /

The distribution of V./V.

(the regional turnover rate of alveo" - ^as - fig. 4) reflects the
combined effects of the vertical gradients of V.and V.. Hence, the
vertical distribution pattern of V./V. is dominated by the large
exponential variations in V

and V./V

goes up by a factor of

1.11+0.03 per cm (range: 1.07-1.16).
Minor horizontal differences were found for both V. and V. in the
A
A
right lung field. V. was 4% higher in the lateral 2/3 than in the
medidstinal part and V, was on average 12% higher in the mid 1/3 than
in the peripheral regions (lateral and medial) - p<0.025, analysis of
variance. Analysis in regions at similar gravitational level
demonstrated no differences between the cranial and the caudal plane
(p>0.2, T-test, paired observations).
Interdependence between alveolar ventilation and gas volume at the
2
regional level was studied using regions of 2*2 cm rovering the whole
of the right lung field. The relationship betv/een V

and V. was

analysed for each subject individually, using standard linear
regression analysis (fig. 5 ) . A negative correlation was found (p<0.01
in each subject^ with r-values in a range from -J.62 to - 0 8 7 (Table
2).
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Figure 5
The relationship between VA and V in the right lung field of
individual subjects. Each filled circle represents a region
2
of 2x2 cm . The resulting regression line is displayed. For
subject 14 V. and V. were uncorrelated and the interrupted
line represents the best linear fit.
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Figure 6
Ventro-dorsal profiles of Vft and VA in smokers. For details,
see legend to fig. 3. The shaded areas represent the range of
each parameter for the nonsmoking group.

Smokers

No differences were found between smokers and nonsmokers with respect
to the mean and range of \T, in the right lung field (Table 2) and the
topographical distribution of V. W3S similar for the two groups (fig.
6).
The average alveolar ventilation did not differ between smokers
and nonsmokers, but a few regions with values of V

outside the range

seen in nonsmokers were found in some of the smokers. The
topographical distribution of V., however, was markedly abnormal in
n

most smoking subjects (fig. 6 ) . The regional aberrations of V. were
also mirrored in the distribution pattern of V./V., since V, did not
deviate from normal.
Despite large variations between smoking individuals, some general
features emerge for the vertical distribution of V.. In the upper
anterior region V was above the range observed in nonsmoking subjects
in five of seven smokers and in the lower posterior region V. was
below the normal range in five of the subjects. The tendency towards
an increasing V. in the direction of gravity is broken and there is a
significant fall in V

in the most dependent parts of the lung in all

smokers but one.
The heterogeneity of the smoking group is also reflected in the
relationship between V, and V. (fig. 5). The strikers may be classified
with regards to the coupling of V, to V
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and three distinct groups

A'

10-

*

B

5-

i
v

40-

20•S.
t
t

0

J

subjects:
10,11 12. U
13.15
SMOKERS

NON-SMOKERS

9

Figure 7
The relationship betveen single breath N. washout and the
derangement of ventilation, as graded by the coupling betveen
V A and V A (see text for details).
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could be identified, For subject
between V

0, 11. 13 and 15 the relationship

and V.was similar to that in normal lung and V. was

uncorrelated to V. in subject 12 and 14 whilst subject 9 showed a
reverse relationship between V, and V. (Table 2 ) . The ventilavory
F.

ft

derangement in terms of the uncoupling between v". and V. was compared
to the results of the single breath N_ washout presented in Table 1.
(fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

Assessment of the methods

Wit
ra

; * i t ron emission tomography accurate measurements of
. ivity can be obtained under well defined geometrical

cc *•. • ons, which allows tracer models to be analysed in a
q\!H .itative way. The most important limitations of this approach for
t "o, *teady-state measurement of ventilation are of a physiological
i •. -'te (4). Radioactive decay during the transfer of isotope through
19
tit airways vill reduce the amount of
Ne reaching the alveolar space
an. exchange of 19Ne between lung regions serves for existing regional
di-erences. in alveolar vrntilation to be underestimated. Furthermore,
tra.sr kept by the distal airways during inspiration tends to increas :
the measured values of isotope concentration, even if this is of minor
importance in peripheral lung unless the regional ventilation is very
low. In a normal lung with V./V. ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 min" , tracer
transport via the airways dead space results in V

being overestimated

by 2-3£ percent in the low ventilation regions but underestimated by
some 8-10% in the best ventilated parts.
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Each region studied (2x2 cm" in the tomogram) represents a lung
volume of some 30-40 cm". An uneven distribution of gas flow within
this volume of lung results in an undisresMmanon of the regional
alveolar ventilation, an effect linked to the non-linear relationship
19
between
Ne concentration and ventilation. In the normal lung the
errors are likely to be small, not exceeding 2-3%. The tru» extent of
intra-regional gas flow heterogeneity in disease is largely unknown,
but even if the coefficient of variation of the ventilatory turnover
rate of alveolar gas within the region considered is of the order of
0.3, the errors do not exceed some 1%. However, if there is a complete
functional separation of units within a given region and some units
are virtually non-ventilated whilst gas flow in remaining parts of the
region is normal or even exceeds normal, the values of V, obtained may
A

underestimate the actual regional ventilation by 5O-60X in the worst
case (5). It is thus essential to the physiological interpretation of
the findings that the possibility of a nonuniform intra-regional gas
flow distribution is taken into account.
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Nonsmoking subjects

The distribution of alveolar gas: Previous investigations into the
regional distribution of alveolar gas in man have been made by the
labelling of pulmonary gas with long-lived radioactive gases,
expressing the result in a relative way as regional FRC/TLC. Assuming
that alveolar size is uniform at TLC, the regional value of FRC/TLC is
an index of the gas volume per alveolus ('alveolar expansion') at FRC.
A decrease of FRC/TLC by some 302 going from ventral to dorsal parts
of the lung in the supine posture has been reported by Amis et al
using krypton-85m (8), whilst values around 50 X were found using
xenon-133 (9).
For the nonsmoking group in the present study, the regional
alveolar gas volume (V.) decreased from 0.77+0.04 mi-cm
A

in the

—

ventral region to 0.62+0.07 ml-cm

in the dorsal region - a

decrease of only 20%. V , however, represents the regional gas volume
ft

averaged over the breathing cycle, i.e. the gas distribution at about
midinspiration. Ventral to dorsal differences in alveolar expansion
are slightly smaller at midinspiration than at i"^C since the
inspiratory gas flow is predominantly directed to the dorsal dependent
parts of the lung. Even more importantly, V. is a measure of the
alveolar gas volume within a fixed volume element of the thorax.
Consequently, V. is not only related to alveolar expansion but also to
the number of alveolar units within the region considered. The latter
is influenced by alveolar expansion an well as by the volume of nonalveolar structures - in the normal lung mainly airvays and blood
vessels. Previous measurements have shown that there is a ventral to
dorsal increase in extravascular (i.e. excluding the pulmonary blood
pool) lung density by some 25% in the normal supine lung (3,10).
Assuming that rht' extravascrlar tissue mass per alveolar unit is
constant throughout the normal lung implies that the number of
-99-

alveolar units in the dorsal region exceeds the number of units in the
ventral region by the same number. Taking this into account, the
ventral to dorsal differences in V. obtained in the present study
correspond to a decrease in alveolar expansion by some 45% at FRC,
which agrees well with the earlier observations of the relative
alveolar expansion.

Regional differences in alveolar expansion have been linked
primarily to the gravitational gradient in pleural pressure (11).
Gravity, however, will also influence the distribution of fluid,
in particular blood, which can move relatively freely within the
thoracic vascular bed. This will also affect the distribution of
alveolar gas, in competition for space. In the normal supine lung
there is a considerable ventro-dorsal gradient of the regional blood
volume, from 0.10 ml-cm"

in the ventral to some 0.24 ml-cm"

in the

dorsal parts (3,10). The gravity dependence of the alveolar gas
distribution within the thorax thus also inclu-jes factors of
importance to the regional blood volume, e.g. the transvascular
pressure gradient and the compliance of the pulmonary vascular bed.

The distribution of ventilation: The distribution of inspired gas in
the lung is influenced by several factors, of which th" °lastic
properties of lung tissue and the pleural pressure gradient are of
major importance in the normal lung. The inspiiatory flow rate has
been shown to affect the distribution of ":iit i lat ion (12,13), probably
secondary to regional differences in lowev airways flow resistance.
Flow rate, however, is believed to be of minor importance for the
distribution of ventilation during quiet breathing (2) and this is
also the case for the tidal pleural pressure swings, which are
considered to be essentially uniform during physiological conditions
(14).
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Going from ventral to dorsal regions in the present study, the
decrease in alveolar expansion is accompanied by an increase in V..
However, V

refers to the inspiratory flow of fresh gas per unit

volume of the thorax and, as for V., the number of alveolar units in
the corresponding part of the lung may vary from one region of the
thorax to another. The topographic distribution of V. thus reflects
regional differences in the ventilation of singular units as well as
differences in lung structure. Ventilation expressed relative to the
volume of alveolar gas (V./V. - i.e. the ventilatory turnover rate of
A A
alveolar gas) in contrast, is independent of the number of units and
represents the ventilatory conduct of individual alveolar units,
provided that alveoli within a given region perform reasonably
uniformly. The increase in V /V. by a factor of 2.8 (range: 1.8-4.3)
A A
going from the ventral to the dorsal region found in this study,
probably underestimates the true values slightly, due to the effects
of dead space ventilation discussed above. In earlier studies during
tidal breathing in the supine posture, similar values were found: 2.4
and 1.8 using steady-state (

m

Kr/

m

Kr) and washout techniques

(85raKr) respecti/ely (8).
The intrinsic elastic properties of normal lung tissue have proved
to be essentially uniform (15) and if the distribution of gas flow
between alveolar units is determined by compliance only, the vertical
distribution of V./V. may be calculated from the relationship between
regional volume and pressure given by Salazar and Knowles (16,17):
V

"

where V is gas volume, p. is the transpulmonary pressure, V

is the

volume of the lung region at infinite p. and b and K are constants.
Alveolar ventilation is considered to be proportional to compliance
(dV/dp,) and the tidal pressure swings to be uniform within each
Li
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Figure 8
The vertical profile of the turnover rate of alveolar gas
A

A

. Values are expressed relative to the mean for each

subject. Range and mean values for the nonsmoking group are
indicated at each vertical level, and the curve represents
the least squares fit of eq.5 to the experimental data.
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subjects. The relationship between vertical distance and p, is assumed
to be linear, in parallel to that encountered in the seated posture
(11,18).

Data from the nonsmoking subjects were pooled together and

to compensate for variations in overall ventilation, the relative
ventro-dorsal profiles were calculated by normalising V./V. to the
mean in each subject. The normalised distribution of V,/V, may be
A

A

derived from eq. A, such that

.

where K., K« and K, are constants and x denotes the vertical distance
measured from the ventral surface of the lung. The least-squares fit
of eq. 5 is very close 'o the measured values (fig. 8), giving support
to the idea that the elastic properties fully explain the distribution
of ventilation during quiet breathing. The deviation in regions at a
vertical depth of 15 cm (includes three subjects) could well be
explained by the small underestimation of V./V. encountered in high
ventilation regions. The least-squares estimation of the constants in
eq. 5 also allows the ventro-dorsal distribution of the alveolar
expansion to be derived (c.f. eq. 4)

V *V

(l-O.3Oe°-°5iX)

(6)

max
This equation predicts a range in alveolar expansion at midinspiration
from 0.65 V

méix

in the ventral regions (:< -- i cm) to 0.34 V
in the
max

dorsal regions (x = 15 c m ) , i.e. a decrease by 4 8 % going from ventral
to dorsal regions. These values of alveolar expansion at
midinspiration are slightly highei than those found at PRC in supine
133
subjects using
Xe ( 9 ) , as would be expected.
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Horizontal gradients: Previous reports include extensive surveys of
f

both ventilation and alveolar gas volume in the supine posture from
cranial to caudal parts of the lung whilst the present study is
confined to two planes 5 cm apart, albeit in a tomographic mode. With
regards to alveolar expansion (regional FRC/TLC) some 20£ decrease in
the cranio-caudal direction has been reported (13,19) although this
change seems to be restricted to the dorsal zones (8). For ventilation
there are conflicting reports with caudal V./V. greater (13) equal to
(20) or less (8) than the cranial values.
In the present study, within the limited parts of the lung studied,
the distribution of both alveolar gas volume and ventilation were
essentially uniform for regions at the same gravitational level. The
difference between left and right lung with respect to gas volume in
the caudal plane (0.03 ml-cm" ) may be fully explained by an
underestimation of V. in the left lung field. The regional pulmonary
gas volume, as determind from the lung density measurement, is
systematically underestimated by some 1% (0.04 nil-cm" ) in the left
lung field in the caudal plane, depending on the size and shape of the
lung at this thoracic level (5). The underestimation of V, is
perpetuated into an overes t imat i on of V. by some 6-12Z. Taking this
into account will further reduce the small differences in V. found
A
between the right and left lung fields.

The small decrease of V

(4%) in the mediastinaJ parts of a horizontal

strip in the right lung was very consistent, 7 of the 8 subjects
showed a similar pattern. This finding, however, was not accompanied
by any differences in ventilation at rhe alveolar level (^./V,), which
implies that alveolar expansion was unchanged. The small increase in
ventilation (12%) found in the central part of the strip could well be
artefactual, caused by isotope held by the airways. The airways gas
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volume is likely to be slightly higher in the central parts of the
strip than at the lung periphery.
The coupling of ventilation to alveolar volume: If the distribution
of ventilation is determined by the elastic properties of lung tissue
alone, there should be a direct coupling between alveolar expansion
and ventilation. At the alveolar level this would result in a linear
decrease in ventilation with increasing alveolar expansion, as infered
from eq.4. A close correlation should also be expected between V. and
V. in vivo. In the normal lung V. is linked to the alveolar expansion
since ihe gravity dependent decrease in expansion is accompanied by an
increase in the regional tissue volume (including the gravity
dependent vascular pool) and a subsequent decrease in V.. The inverse
relationship between V, and V, found in nonsmoking subjects depicts
the mechanical properties of normal lung tissue. The correlation is a
measure of the uniformity, whilst the slope of the regression line is
also related to the overall ventilation (breathing depth and
frequency).
It should be noted that there is a mathematical coupling between
the measurements of V. and V , in that V. has been used for the
calculation of V, (eq.3). Statistical errors in the measurement of V.
A
A
are perpetuated into V, in such a way that the negative correlation is
ft

slightly enhanced. The coupling is weak, however, in that an
underestimation of V, by one S.D. (COV of 3.5%) results in an
underestimation of V. of the order of 1-5% whil.si the range of V.
A
A
analysed is substantially wider and i ru-hides ;i 2 to 4-fold increase in

V
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Smokers

The smokers formed a heterogeneous group with regards to smoking
history and the group mean age was some 10 years higher than for the
nonsmokers. Spirometric measurements were within the normal limits for
all subjects whilst the tracings of single breath N» washout were
abnormal with regards to one or both of the measured parameters in
four of the seven subjects - a pattern commonly found in asymptomatic
smokers (21,22).
There is a substantial scatter in V. between subjects at almost
every vertical level, but also within subjects between adjacent
regions. There is, however, a general tendency for a redistribution of
gas flow from dorsal to ventral parts compared to the nonsmokers. This
is illustrated by relatively high values of V. in the most ventral
regions and by the broken gravitational gradient of V. in the dorsal
parts, seen in six of the seven smokers.
The single breath N~ washout is commonly intepreted as reflecting
uneven ventilation and

asyncronous emptying of the lung. There vas no

correspondence between the derangements of V, and the results of
ft

single breath N_ washout in the present study. Thus, subject 9 with a
reversed ventro-dorsal gradient of V. had a normal slope of the N»
washout and a closing volume just above the normal range. In contrast,
subjects 11 and 15 with a nearly normal distribution of V. had highly
abnormal slopes of the N. washout. Such disagreements have been noted
before (23), but the underlying mechanisms remain unclear.
Regional ventilatory abnormalities have been demonstrated
previously in studies of comparable groups of smokers (23,24) but the
present investigation includes measurements of the regional pulmonary
gas volume which allows the relationship between ventilation and
volume to be studied quantitatively. The topographical distribution of
V did not deviate from the normal gravitational pattern, not even in
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subjects with extensive ventilatory abnormalities. This implies that
the gravitational distribution of pleural pressures and the static
A•T"»
elastic properties of lung tissue are essentially the same in smoKers
and nonsmokers. The ventilatory abnormalities found are thus the
result of a dynamic redistribution of gas flow. In this context high
inspiratory flow rates have been demonstrated to influence the
distribution of ventilation (12,13), but smokers and nonsmokers did
not differ in either breathing frequency (group mean of 10.8 and 11.3
per minute, respectively) or minute ventilation in the section
measured (Table 1). Smoking is associated with inflammatory changes in
small airways, even in subjects without clinically or functionally
evident chronic bronchitis (25,26). Infiltration of inflammatory cells
and bronchial wall oedema result in a narrowing of the airway lumen,
which serves to increase flow resistance, more so in dependent than in
non-dependent parts of the lung due to differences in parenchymal
expansion. This may be the basis of a gradual redistribution of flow
from dorsal to ventral regions, whilst the irregular variation in V
seen in some smokers may rather reflects local phenomena such as a
scattered accumulation of mucus. Airway closure probably plays a minor
role since closure would be accompanied by changes in V,, either due
to the trapping of gas during expiration or due to the resorption of
gas in closed-off units. V. d<

however, not change noticeably

compared to the nonsmokers, not even in regions with severely impaired
ventilation. Even so, an increase of the regional FRC will occurt in
regions with abnormally low ventilation. The regional FP.C equals V. V_/2 and a decrease in V_ results in a corresponding increase in FRC
since V. is unchanged. Using values typical for the dorsal regions, an
increase in FRC by some 10-152 is to be expected if V, goes down by
half.
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ABSTRACT
*•

,

With positron emission tomography, quantitative measurements of
regional alveolar and mixed venous concentrations of positron emitting
radioisotopes oan be made within a transaxicl section through the thorax.
This allows the calculation of regional V/Q ratios using established
tracer dilution theory and the constant intra 'enous infusion of nitrogen13 ( 1 3 N ) . This paper considers the effect of the inspiration of dead
space gas

on regional V/Q and investigates the relationship between the

measured V/Q, physiological V/Q and V/Q defined conventionally in terms of
bullc gas flow (V A /Q).

Ventilation has been described in terms of net gas

transport and the term effective ventilation introduced.

A simple two

compartment nodel has been constructed to allow for the reinspiration of
regional (or personal) and common dead space ga3. Using this model, with
parameters representative of normal lung (see text), the effective V/Q
ratio for ^ N ((VA/Q)eff(13N)) is shown to overestimate V A /Q by 18% when
V A /Q =0.1 but underestimate V A /Q by 68% when VA/Q = 10. For
physiological gases, the model predicts that the behaviour of oxygen
3hould be similar to that of 1 3 N , 30 that, in terms of gas transport, V/Q
ratios obtained usirg the infusion of 1 3 N closely follow those for oxygen.
Values of (VA/Q)eff(C02) lie approximately half way between (VA/Q)eff(13N)
and ( V A / Q ) .

These results indicate that dead space ventilation is far

less of a confounding issue when V/Q is considered in terms of net gas
transport ( V A e f f ) , rather than bulk flow ( V A ) . Finally, the existence of
V/Q heterogeneity within the resolution element of the scanner results in
a divergence between the measured V/Q and the volume or blood flow
weighted V/Q ratios - the magnitude varying between zero and 40J for a
two-fold variation in heterogeneity depending on the volume distribution
of V/Q within the volume element.

Key words: gas transport, regional lung function, inert gas elimination

f

;'

INTRODUCTION

The importance of adequate matching between ventilation (V) and
perfusion (Q), for the lung to function effectively as a gas exchanging
organ, has motivated many workers to investigate the diversity of V/Q
relationships in man.

Regional V/Q measurements have been made non-

invasively using radiolabelled tracers and external radiation detection.
Anthonisen et al (1) used the continuous intravenous infusion of xenon-133
and existing steady-state theory to derive regional values of V/Q by
recording the regional distribution of activity with an external detector
array.

Thi3 approach wa3 limited by a number of technical and theoretical

uncertainties - not least the inability to measure true regional isotope
concentration - which resulted in a degree of ambiguity in the
interpretation of the measured V/Q distribution.

Independent measurements

of (V) and (Q) have also been used to map out regional V/Q ratios (5f8)
but problems of quantification arise in the determination of isotope
concentration.
In this paper, we consider the implications for regional V/Q
measurements stemming from the technological development of positron
emission tomography (9). This instrumentation allows mixed venous and
regional alveolar concentrations of an infused inert-gas radionuclide
(nitrogen-13) to be measured precisely in three dimensions, under well
defined geometrical conditions, as described in the companion paper (10).
The questions we address here in a quantitative manner concern: 1) the
reinspiration of alveolar gas into the local volume element from other
lung regions (i.e. by virtue of the inspiration of alveolar gas from the
anatomical dead space - denoted here as dead space ventilation) and its
effect on the net transport of gas, ?) the way in which such effects of
dead 3pace ventilation vary with the solubility of the gas being studied,
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3) the relationship between the V/Q measured with nitrogen-13 and that
pertaining to the more soluble physiological gases - oxygen and carbon
dioxide, I) the effect of microscopic V/Q heterogeneity within the volume
element on the measured volume-weighted regional V/Q distribution and 5)
the propagation of error in the measurement of V/Q.

THEORY

The technique is based upon the conservation of tracer at the
alveolar capillary-gas interface, as expressed by the Fick principle (7),
during the constant intravenous infusion of dissolved radioisotopic
nitrogen-13.

In deriving the model the following assumptions are made:

1. The volume element of lung analysed within the tomographic section
(pixel volume) is homogeneous with respect to matching between ventilation
and blood flow (i.e. V/Q is uniform).

2. During the intravenous infusion

of 13N, there is a continuous supply of tracer to all lung regions at a
mixed venous concentration (Cy) eqrnl to that in the right ventricle <13N
is infused from a fixed activity reservoir at constant flow - thus all
concentrations of

1

3 N must be corrected for radioactive decay - Ti, -

lOmin). 3. Blood flow and ventilation are not pulsatile and tidal, but
continuous processes which are invariant for the duration of the study.
This implies that regional alveolar volume <VA> does not vary throughout
the respiratory cycle. U. There is true equilibrium of the tracer between
end capillary blood and alveolar gas and the distribution of tracer within
the alveolus is uniform.

Mathematical Model
During the continuous intravenous infusion of the inert gas
isotope nitrogen-13 (blood:ga3 partition coefficient, XU -- 0.015 (6))
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activity reaching the lung partitions Jetween the alveolar gas and
capillary blood, and is removed from the region by both ventilation and
blood flow (3). Eecause of the low blood solubility of nitrogen the bulk
of the activity is removed by ventilation and the recirculation of tracer
is low.
At the start of each inspiration, however, activity remaining
in the ventilatory dead space will re-enter alveoli - prior to the
inspiration of fresh gas from the atmosphere.

The ^ 3 N content of the dead

space gas will vary according to its location in the airways since it will
be determined by the concentration of gas expired from a number of lung
regions with different ventilation te perfusion ratios.

The dead space

gas close to a terminal airway may have a ^3N concentration similar to the
alveolar gas of that region, whilst dead space gas in larger airways will
have a concentration equal to the ventilation weighted mean concentration
of the lung regions subtended.

For a given volume element of lung (VL)

the inspired dead space activity can be considered to be made up from a
number (n) of different fractions - each originating from individual dead
space regions i (where i runs from 1 to u ) . Therefore, the total ^3JJ
activity inspired by the region is equal to the sum EV^C^i

wn

cre Vp^ is

the ventilation by gas from a dead space region i, with a ^3fj
concentration equal to Cpi.

This model is shown diagramatically in Fig.1.

By applying the Fick principle to a volume element of lung
within the tomographic section, a steady-state equation can be formulated
which equates the rate of arrival of tracer (QCy + ^Di^Di^

to tne

rate

of removal by ventilation (VJCA> and blood flow (QCC') at equilibrium.

Q

i3 the blood flow to the region, Vf is the total expiratory ventilation of
the region, and C^ and C c ' are the alveolar and end capillary blood
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Airway dead space

.Capillary
(blood.
How Q)

'D1

Alveolus
(expired
ventilation

Expired tracer

V

= VT

Inspired tracer = I V D ( C D )

Figure 1
Model of gas transport at the alveolar level.

Tracer is taken

to and removed from the alveolus both by blood flow and
ventilation.

Each dead apace region (i) is associated with a

volume Vpi anu a tracer concentration C D ^ (see text for mass
balance equation).

X x is the Ostwald solubility coefficient

for an inert gas (x).
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concentrations of ^ N respectively.

Since C c ' = XfjCA (3ee assumption 4

and the definition of the Ostwald solubility coefficient) the following
equation can be written

QC V • l V D i C D i = V T C A + QX N C A

(1)

For practical purposes, this equation can first be simplified
by introducing the concept of effective dead space ventilation - a
parameter which is dependent on the difference between the ^ N
concentrations of alveolar and dead space gas.

For example, a lung region

with a low V/Q ratio may be partly ventilated by dead space gas
originating from a lung region with a normal or high V/Q ratio - in which
case the dead space gas contains ^ 3 N at a lower concentration than that of
the alveolus. The dead space ventilation then represents useful
ventilation to the extent that it facilitates removal of 13fj f r o m the
alveolus and thus corresponds to a significant ventilation in addition to
the alveolar ventilation (V A ). Conversely, a high V/Q region ventilated
by dead space ga3 from a region with a lower V/Q will not exchange 1 ^N as
veil as expected because the dead space gas now contains more 1^N (per
unit gas volume) than the local alveolar gas.

This resulta in an

effective dead space ventilation (Voeff) which is larger than the physical
dead space ventilation - i.e. Vp e ff > EVp^.
The effective dead space ventilation for

1

3 N (VDeff(13N)) is

thus defined as that ventilation which would be necessary to transport the
'local share' of the total dead space activity
of interest at a constant

1

(EV^CD^)

into the region

3 N concentration equal to that of the

'resident' alveolar gas, C A .

This can be expressed mathematically a3
(2)
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This represents a scaling of the true dead space ventilation
according to the amount of 1 3 N carried by the gas.

In this respect, dead

space ventilation is net assessed mechanically, solely in terms of gas
flow, but functionally, in terms of gas transport.

From Eq.2 follows the

definition of effective alveolar ventilation for ^ N
v

Aeff(13N)

z V

T - VDeff(i3N)

(3)

(This contrasts with the conventional definition of alveolar ventilation
in that Vpeff(T3fj) replaces V Q . But clearly, when C Q ^ = C A , then
^Aeff(13N)
^^Di^Di

an

=

^A).

Substituting Eqs.2 and 3 into Eq.1 to eliminate

d ^x, and rearranging gives the operational equation

tVQ)eff(13N)

C

=

v/C A

-

XN

CO

(This equation, relating alveolar (C A ) and mixed venous (Cy)
concentrations of tracer to V/Q, should not be confused with a similar
equation also defined in terms of concentration but involving arterial
retention of tracer - viz: C a = xCy/(x + V/Q), or the commonly used
equation defined in terms of partial pressures (13) i.e. P a = xPy/U +
V/Q) (Noting P a / P v = c a / C v>

see

below).

Since P a = P A (if assumption 4

holds), PA . 76OCA and Py = 760Cv/X (this relationship derives directly
from the definition of \), then Pa/Py = P A / P v

=

XCA/Cy.

This can be

substituted in to the retention equation to give an equation in the form
of Eq.4.)
The application of Eq.4 to the regional measurement of V/Q
ratio requires the steady-state measurement of regional alveolar 1 3 N
concentration (C Ar ) and the mixed venous concentration (Cy) during the
continuous intravenous infusion of 1^N in saline. The details of this
procedure, a discussion of experimental uncertainties and results of
measurements made in normal subjects are presented in the companion paper.

ASSESSMENT OF MODEL

Relationship Between Effective and Alveolar V/Q
For a given inert gas tracer (x), differences between
and VA occur when gas, inhaled as part of the dead space ventilation, has
a different tracer composition to the alveolar ga3 of the region of interest.
Thi3 results from the reinspiration of gas from regions with different V/Q
ratios to that of the region of interest. However, the situation is
further complicated since the alveolar concentration of an inert gas
tracer is dependent not only on the V/Q of the region but also on the
solubility of the tracer (see Eq.4).

Therefore effective ventilation is

dependent on the gas in question, whether it be an inert gas tracer or one
of the physiological gases. Hence, in any given situation, V Ae ff will
have different values for nitrogen-13, oxygen and carbon dioxide. A
comparison between V^gff and V^, in terms of the respective V/Q ratios,
can be made by considering a simple lung model where dead space
ventilation i3 either regional (i.e. personal) - with a gas composition
identical to the alveolar gas of the region of interest, or common - with
a gas composition determined by the lung outside the region of interest.
Such a model is described in Appendix I. Relationships between

f

and the V/Q ratio defined in terms of alveolar ventilation ((V^/Q)r) for
the volume element in the region of interest (r) were calculated for ^H,
oxygen and carbon dioxide using Eqs.A5, A8 and A3 respectively.

In this

model the simplifying assumption was made that the respiratory exchange
ratio (RQ) was unity for each lung region (see derivation of model Appendix I ) . The composition of gas in the common dead space was chosen
to be representative of normal lung and thus originate from a single lung
region (external to the volume element) with a V/Q ratio ((V^/Q)e) equal
to 0.75-

Total dead space ventilation wa3 taken to be 30% of total
-121-

ventilation (V^) and regional and common dead apace ventilations (Vnr and
Vn c respectively) were chosen to be equal.

Thu3 the value of the common

dead space venoilatory fraction F c (= V D C / V A - see Glossary) was 0.214 (=
0.15/0.70).

Alveolar partial pressurea of oxygen and carbon dioxide were

calculated using the multiple-compartment V/Q computer program ('VQMODEL')
of West and Wagner (11). The effective inspired partial pressures (Peff)
of oxygen or carbon dioxide were calculated, as a function of (V A /Q) r ,
using simple dilution principles (see Appendix - Eq.A6).

The V/Q program

was thus used iteratively to calculate alveolar P Q 2 and Pco2 *"or a (V^/Q) r
ratio of 0.75 (to provide common dead space partial pressures of the two
gases) and for (V A /Q) r ratios ranging from 0.1 to 50 (to provide regional
dead space partial pressures, and alveolar partial pressures for
subsequent use in Eqs.Aj (modified for partial pressure) and A8). For
each run of the program, the mixed venous partial pressures of oxygen and
carbon dioxide were fixed at 40.0 ± 0.1 and 15.0 ± 0.1 mm Hg respectively.
(This was achieved mainly by altering the total ventilation to the lung
model, but also by allowing the respiratory exchange ratio of the 'lung'
to vary between 0.78 and 0.85).
150 and 0 mm Hg respectively.

Atmospheric P Q 2 and Pco2 were fixed at
The mixed venous partial pressure of

nitrogen was chosen such that no net transfer of this gas occurred.

The

following parameters were also fixed: atmospheric pressure = 760 mm Hg,
body temperature = 37°C, haemoglobin = 0.148 g.ml"^, acid base excess = 0
and haematocrit = 0.45.
The relationship between (vA/Q)eff

and

(VA/Q)ri 3 shown in

Fig.2 where the ratio ( V A / Q ) e f f /(V A /Q) r has been plotted against (V A /Q) r
for 13(j (*x

= 0.015), oxygen and carbon dioxide.

divergence between (VA/Q)eff

A

progressive

and (V A /Q) r can be seen as the difference
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Oxygen
Nitrogen-13

10

100

1000

(VA/Q)r

Figure 2
Graphical relationship between (V A /Q) e f f r /(V A /Q) r and
for an 'ideal' inert gas (X = 0.015 - nitrogen), oxygen and
carbon dioxide. The total dead space ventilation (V D ) was
chosen to equal 0.3 of the total expiratory ventilation (Vf) and
comprise regional (V Dr ) and common (Vj>c) dead space fractions
(where V D r = V ^ j . The V/Q ratio of the external lung 'region'
supplying gas to the common dead space ((V A /Q) e ) was assigned a
value of 0.75.
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between (V A /Q) r and (V A /Q) e Increases.

The magnitude of this effect

increases as the solubility of the gas decreases.

Thus, when (V A /Q) r =

0.1, (V A /Q) efff> exceeds (V A /Q) r by 2%, 10% and 18% for carbon dioxide,
oxygen and

1

3 N respectively, and when (V A /Q) r = 10, (VA/Q)eff

falls below

(V A /Q) r by 23%, 55% and 68% respectively for the three gases.

At this

point there is almost a two-fold difference between (VA/Q)eff(02)
(VA/Q)eff(C02)r-

and

As (V A /Q) r falls to a value much less than (V A /Q) e , the

ratio (V A /Q) ef f r /(V A /Q) r approaches a limiting value of ((1+FC)(VA/Q)e +
X x )/((V A /Q) e + X x ) for an icieal gas (x). This limit is approximately
equal to (VAr + V o c ^ A r (i.e. (1+FC)) for a gas of very low solubility
and has a numerical value of 1.21 for the parameters used in this example.
As the value of (V A /Q) r increases beyond (V A /Q) e , (VA/Q)effr progressively
underestimates (V A /Q) r and the ratio tends asymptotically to zero.
An important characteristic of (VA/Q)eff , when regional blood
flow (Qr) is very low, can be observed by plotting (VA/Q)eff(13N)r

anc

*

(V A /Q) r versus Q r (using Eq.A5) whilst assigning an arbitrary constant
value of 0.7 ml rain"1 to VA and maintaining (V A /Q) e = 0.75.

This is shown

in Fig.3 where the familiar hyperbolic relationship between (V A /Q) r and Q r
is seen.

In absolute terms, (VA/Q)eff(13N)

is onlv

slightly greater than

(V A /Q) r for low V/Q (high Q r ) regions (i.e. when (V A /Q) r «(V A /Q) e )

- the

ratio reaching the limiting value of 1.21 for the parameters used in this
example (see above).

However, (VA/Q)eff(13N)r progressively

underestimates (V A /Q) r for low values of Q r - reaching a finite maximum
value, as Q r tends to zero,
example, is equal to 4.32.
(VA/Q)eff(02)

of ((1+FC)(VA/Q)e+Xx)/Fc, which, in this
The corresponding maximum value for

would be 8.0, assuming an effective solubility coefficient

for oxygen of 0.8 (see Discussion).
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Figure 3

Relationship between ( V ^ e f f (13N) r , (VA/Q'r

and blood flow

^r)

for a region (r). Values of 0.75 and 1.0 ml.min"1 where
assigned to (V A /Q) e and V T respectively (V Ar = 0.7 V T ) . (V A /Q) r
exhibits the expected hyperbolic relationship with Q r , whilst
(V A /Q) e ffd3N)

increases more slowly as Q r falls - reaching a

maximum value of 4.32 for the parameters chosen in this example.
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Heterogeneity of V/Q Within the Volume Element
Under conditions of microscopic V/Q mismatching, an averaging
of the individual V/Q ratios within the volume element occurs.

This

results in a measured V/Q ratio which is virtually equal to the reciprocal
of the volume weighted mean Q/V for that region (see Appendix - Eq.A13).
However, this mean V/Q ratio may differ considerably from the true volume
weighted mean V/Q ratio, or for that matter, the blood flow or ventilation
weighted means as obtained using the multiple inert-gas elimination
technique of Wagner (13).
In this section, predicted values of the mean V/Q obtained
using external detection and the 1^N elimination approach, (V/Q)gxt, are
compared to volume and blood flow weighted means, (V/Q)y and ( V / Q ) Q
respectively, for a lung region containing various degrees of V/Q
heterogeneity.

(To simplify this analysis, dead space effects have been

omitted and the V/Q ratios used are therefore unsubscripted and refer to
alveolar ventilation (VA) where all dead space ventilation is assumed to
be at regional concentrations).

Volume and blood flow weighted means

have been chosen because the former corresponds to the way in which we
approach the inter regional analysis of V/Q, and the latter relates total
ventilation to total blood flow in a region and thereby allows the
calculation of regional blood flow from measured values of ventilation (V)
and V/Q using the simple relationship Q = V/(V/Q).

The mathematical

derivations are shown in Appendix II.
Differences between (V/Q)£Xti (V/Q)y and (V/Q)Q have been
investigated by considering the extreme, but pathologically realistic,
case of a volume element of lung with two single populations of V/Q (V/Q)i and (V/Q)2.

Associated with the two 3ub-region3 are independent
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value3 of blood flow, Q-| and Q 2 , ventilation, V^ and V 2 , and thoracic
volume, V| and V2.

(V/Q) 2 ha3 been assigned a value of unity, whilst the

value of (V/Q)T has been varied between zero and 6.

Since this variation

of (V/Q)i can ari3e either from changes in V or Q, ( V / Q ) Q has been defined
both for equal ventilation to the sub-regions (V1 = V 2 , Q-] varies) and
equal blood flow (Q\ r Q 2 , V-j varies).

Three relationships between V1

and V 2 have been chosen: (1) V^ = 10V2, (2) V^ = V 2 and (3) 10V! = V 2 .
To determine the relationships between the averaged V/Q ratio
measured in the volume element and the mean V/Q ratios, weighted for blood
flow or volume, the ratios (V/Q)Ext/(V/Q)Q and (V/Q) Ext /(V/Q) v

were

calculated as a function of the ratio (V/Q)-|/(V/Q)2 and are shown plotted
in Fig.4.

From these diagrams, considerable differences between (V/Q)£xt

(V/Q)y and ( V A / Q ) Q can be seen to exist when the heterogeneity within the
volume element is large.

Considering each family of curves individually

and neglecting the small effect of Xy, the relationship between
(V/Q)Extand ( V / Q ) Q at constant V^ (Fig.Ua) is determined by the volume
weighting - there being equality between (V/Q)gxt and ( V / Q ) Q when V^ = V 2
(curve 2) irrespective of the degree of V/Q heterogeneity.

With a high

weighting to compartment 1 (V-| = 10V2, curve 1), ( V / Q ) E x t becomes
progressively larger than ( V / Q ) Q at high values of (V/Q)^/(V/Q)2 because
of the high weighting given to (V/Q)i, and vice versa at low values of
(V/Q)^(V/Q)2.

The converse occurs when a low weighting is given to

compartment 1 (10V*i = V 2 , curve 3 ) . The effect of maintaining Q^ constant
and varying V^ (Fig.4b) is to increase the value of (V/Q)Q, for a given
volume weighting and (V/Q) 1 /(V/Q) 2 ratio, and thus reduce the value of
(V/Q)Ext/(V/Q)Q.

The curves in Fig.4b therefore bear the same

relationship to one another a3 those in Fig.la but have progressively
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Figure 4
Relationship between the predicted V/Q ratio obtained using

U3

external detection, (V/Q>Ext»

and

tne

Bean V/Q ratio (chosen

either to be volume (V) or blood flow (Q) weighted), for a
heterogeneous lung region comprising two discrete V/Q subpopulations, (V/Q)i and (V/Q>2, as the degree of heterogeneity
(the ratio (V/Q)i/(V/Q)2) changes.

The curves are numbered to

denote the relationship between the volumes of the two subregions (see insert).

1

2

3

4

5

( V / Q ) , / (V/ä) 2

lower values as V/Q heterogeneity increases. Interestingly, the volume
weighted mean V/Q ratio is not equal to the measured V/Q ratio when (V/Q)j
and (V/Q)2 differ (Fig.4c). This results from v.he reciprocal relationship
between (V/Q^ and (V/Q) E x t .

DISCUSSION

Dead Space Ventilation and the V/Q Ratio
The general effect of inspiring alveolar gas of a different
composition to that of the 'resident' alveoli (ventilation from the common
dead space) - as distinct from the inhalation of alveolar gas of the same
composition (ventilation from the regional or personal

dead space) - has

teen investigated theoretically by Ross and Farhi (12) who showed that
common dead space ventilation would have the effect of reducing the
overall dispersion of alveolar oxygen and carbon dioxide composition when
V/Q was heterogeneous throughout the lung. This theme was later extended
by Fortune and Wagner C O to include the exchange of inert gases in a
multicompartmental model with special reference to the multiple inert gas
elimination technique. They showed that only small changes in the
distribution of V/Q occurred when regional dead space ventilation was
replaced by common dead space ventilation - as determined by a ^0%
decrease in the standard deviation of the recovered V^/Q distribution.
However, differences of up to H0% were obtained for individual values of
V A /Q in the range 0.02 to 0.2. Anthonisen et al (1), adopting the same
basic principle used in this paper (a constant intravenous infusion of
xenon-133 and external detection using a scintillation detector array)
made various corrections for dead space ventilation, using a two
* •
• •
compartmental dead space model, to calculate (V^/Q) and (VQJJ/Q) - where
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V

GE (= '-'A^DC)

wa3

Judged to be the total gas exchanging ventilation.

j

»v
Most, if not all, previous work on this subject ha3 been based
upon the central idea that (VA/Q) i3 a gold standard against which other
measurements should be judged.

This is in spite of the fact that alveolar

ventilation (VA) is a somewhat elusive parameter - in that regionally, V D
and Cj)C are unknown, and V A is therefore not an unambiguous indicator of
gas transport.
The behaviour of (VA/Q)eff(13N)

(seen in Fig.2) is determined

by the composition of the common dead space gas and consequently the V/Q
ratios of the regions feeding this 'compartment' ((V A /Q) e in our
illustrative model).

At low (V A /Q) r the alveolar concentration of

high and the common dead space gas is relatively free of ^3N,

1

3 N is

The

effective alveolar ventilation is therefore higher than V A and
(VA/Q)eff(13N)

is

greater than (V A /Q) r - the maximum value for the ratio

of the two V/Q ratios being (VD C +V A )/V' A or V T /V A when V D c = V D .
Conversely, a3 the V/Q ratio of the region of interest increases beyond
(V A /Q) e , the 13JJ concentration of the gas inspired from the common dead
space ((V A /Q) e s 0.75) is now relatively high, therefore less ^ N i 3
exchanged, the effective V/Q ratio falls below (V A /Q) r and the ratio
^A^Ö) e ff(13N) ^ W ^ r

ultimately tends towards zero as (V A /Q) r becomes

very large. The reason for this fall in (VA/Q)eff(13N)

at

hi

6n

(V^'r

values- (when, for example, Q r approaches zero) is that alveolar
ventilation becomes progressively Ies3 involved in ^ 3 N elimination.
Indeed, it is easy to show, by multiplying both sides of Eq.A5 by Q, that
effective alveolar ventilation tends to zero as the blood flow to the
region (Qr) falls to zero (i.e. when (V A /Q) r tends to infinity).
The behaviour of (VA/Q)eff(13N)
shown in Fig.3.

wnen

^r approaches zero is

When Q r equals zero, both the numerator and denominator

of (VA/Q)eff(13N)

are zero but the ratio is mathematically well defined
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'~~f

(as described above) and has a value of 4.32 for the various dead space
parameters used in this example.

This means that a value of

(^A/Q)eff(13N) above 4.3 would not be recorded, given these combinations
of dead space ventilation and pas composition and this value of
(^A/Q)eff(13N) should be considered to be a true estimation of the upper
limit of the gas exchanging V/Q ratio for infused 1^N in this example (the
approximate expression for a gas of low solubility being
<VVDC

+

(^A/Qjeff(Max) =

1)(V A /Q) e , from Eq. A5)
The physiological relevance of a finite value for (VA/Q)eff at

very low blood flows ((V A /Q) r verv high) can be illustrated by considering
the case for carbon dioxide.

Values of (VA/Q)efr(CQ2) (Eq.A5) and

alveolar partial pressure of CO2 (obtained as the effective inspired
partial pressure of CO2, Peff - Eq.A6, when CO2 transport via blood is
relatively low) vary as the local dead space - tidal volume ratio changes.
Calculations have been made for the constant conditions (V A /Q) r = 1000,
(V A /Q) e = 0.75 and X = 9 (for C 0 2 - see below).

The result is an

approximate hyperbolic relationship between (VA/Q)eff(C02)

and

p

AC02-

A

low contribution from dead space ventilation (Vpc = Vf)r = 0.05Vf) results
in values for (VA/Q)eff(C02)

and

P

ACO2

of

150 and 2.3 mm Hg, whilst a high

dead space ventilation (V Dc = VQ r = 0.45 V T ) gives values of 2.9 and 36 mm
Hg respectively.

Although dead 3pace ventilation is, in reality, an

unknown quantity (especially on a regional basis) it is automatically
accounted for by (VA/Q)eff.

Thi3 parameter thus provides an insight into

the gas exchanging state of the alveolus since it predicts the local
alveolar P A C O 2

and

il i3 the

prevailing P A C O 2 which, in part, determines

how much CO2 is removed from the blood in such a region.

The knowledge

that (V A /Q) r = 1000 in itself would not aid in the prediction of PAc02-
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and

Relationship between ( V A / Q ) e f f ( 1 3 M ) r and (V A /Q) r , ( V Q ) e f f ( Q 2 ) r

Whilst it is important to compare (VA/Q)eff(^^H)

t0

(V A /Q) r , a

major interest may actually be in the transport of oxygen and carbon
dioxide.

The true gas exchanging V/Q ratios for these gases have been

calculated using the concept of effective ventilation and an estimation of
P A Q2 and PAco2 U 3 ^ n 8
(11,14).

a

computerised version of the common quadrant diagram

The corresponding curves for the two gases are shown in Fig.2.

Broadly speaking, both behave in a similar manner to ideal gases, in that
the shapes of the two curves are similar to that for 13fj#

However, there

is a slight systematic variation in both their effective solubility
coefficients, as a function of (V A /Q) r , which range from 0.3 to 0.8 for
oxygen and 5 to 7 for carbon dioxide (calculated from Fig.2). Departure of
the behaviour of the two gases from that of an ideal gas is ascribed to
the shapes of their dissociation curves.

Of significance is the fact that

oxygen has gas exchanging characteristics which are very close to infused
'N and (VA/Q)eff(02)

can, to a good approximation, be equated to

(VA/Q)eff(i3(j) . The behaviour of carbon dioxide, on the other hand, is
rather less like

13

N and is more inclined towards (V A /Q) r .

This disparity

is more pronounced at low Q r (high (VA/Q)r) values which indicates that
V/Q measured with ^ N is not an ideal indicator of (VA/Q)eff(C02)
such conditions (see previous section).

under

The overall conclusion is that

measurements of V/Q, dependent on relatively insoluble inert gas
techniques, may underestimate the range of (V A /Q) r but will not
underestimate the range of (VA/Q)eff
anything like the same extent.

for oxygen and carbon dioxide to

Thus, dead space ventilation, which

regionally is virtually an unknown quantity, has far less of a confounding
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influence on these measurements of V/Q when the interest is in net gas
transport rather than bu^k flow.

Heterogeneity of. V/q Within the Volume Element
The determination of rsgional V/Q described in this paper
requires the regional measurement of
the alveolar gas volume).

1

3 R concentration (with respect to

This is achieved with positron emission

tomography as described in detail in the accompanying paper.

The spatial

resolution of modern multiplane PET scanners is new of the order of k to 6
mm FWHM (full width at half maximum response to a line source of
radioactivity) which means that isotope concentrations can be accurately
measured in lung volumes down to 2 cm^.

Nevertheless, significant

mismatching between V and Q may occur at a microscopic level and any
volume element viewed, however small, may include a wide dispersion of V/Q
ratios.

Any steady-state technique employing external detection is forced

to average this dispersion in some way, thereby providing weighted V/Q
values.

In Fig.4, the behaviour of the ratio (V/Q) E x t to ( V / Q ) m e a n varies

not only as a function of the ratio (V/Q) 1 to (V/Q)^, but also on how
( V / Q ) m e a n is defined.

In terms of the relationship of (V/Q) to blood

gases, the perfusion weighted (V/Q) is appropriate ( ( V / Q ) Q - see Eq.A9)
but in terms of assessing the extent of pathology in the lung, a volume
weighted mean ((V/Q)v) is more relevant ar.d is the approach taken when
analysing inter-regional differences with this PET technique.
The mean 'pixel1 V/Q ratio obtained with positron emission
tomography is derived from the volume weighted Q/V ratio and in this
respect deviates from the volume weighted V/Q ratio, a3 shown in Fig. 4c.
However, these differences are clearly related to the way in which the
data are presented since virtually no difference would exist if the gas
exchanging ability of a given lung region wa? to be assessed in terms of
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the Q/V ratio instead of V/Q ratio, except at very low values of V/Q (see
Eq A13).
Considering differences between (V/Q) E x t and (V/Q)Q, the most
realistic pathophysiological reason for V/Q to change significantly,
within a small volume of lung, is because of a fall in either V or Q,
resulting in a decrease or increase in V/Q respectively.

This limits the

relevant regions in Figs.4a and 4b to (V/Q)1/(V/Q)2 ratios greater than
unity in Fig.4a and less than unity in Fig.4b.

Clearly, from these

curves, the effect of V/Q heterogeneity within the volume element is to
introduce a progressive divergence between (V/Q)£X^ and ( V / Q ) Q depending
on the volume weighting of the V/Q distribution.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Vj

- total expiratory ventilation of the volume element

Vp

- total deadspace ventilation of the volume element

Vp^

- deadspace ventilation by gas originating from a region i
(VD s IV D i )

VA

- alveolar ventilation (VA = V T - V D )

Qj

- blood flow (perfusion) of region j

V/Q

- abbreviation for ventilation to perfusion ratio (general)

(VA/Q)j

- conventional V/Q ratio of region j defined in terms of
alveolar ventilation

(vA/(3)eff(y)j

- V/Q ratio of region j for gas y, defined in terms
of effective alveolar ventilation (see equations A3 and A5)

Cj)i(y)

- isotope concentration of gas y (pCi.ml"1 gas) in dead
space region i.

c

Aj(y)

- isotope concentration of gas y (uCi.ml"1 gas) in
alveolar gas of region j.

Pj(y)

- partial pressure of ga3 y in region j

x

- ideal gas (x).

Xx

- Ostwald solubility coefficient of gas (x).

A

- alveolar

Dr

- regional dead space

Dc

- common dead space

r

- subscript referring to the region of interest

e

- subscript referring to the lung outside the volume
element of the region of interest

atm

- atmospheric

Fc

- constant of proportionality between V D C and VA
(i.e. Fc = V D o / V A ) .
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APPENDIX I

•

Derivation of Relationships Between (VA/Q)eff

*

and (V A /Q) r

For the purpose of this analysis the following simplifying assumptions
are made:
1.

Total dead space ventilation (VD = 2V D ^) consists of two components
only: 1) regional dead space gas (Dr) with a tracer concentration (Cpr)
equal to that of the alveolar gas in the volume element of the region of
interest ( C A r ) , and 2) common dead space gas (Dc) with a tracer
concentration (CQC) determined by the V/Q ratio of lung external to the
volume element.

2.

The common dead space is homogeneous with respect to its g33 composition,
representing gas expired from a lung region external to the region of
interest with a single V/Q ratio - (V/Q) e .

3.

In the volume element, there is a proportional relationship between the
common dead space and alveolar ventilation such that F c = Vpc/V/v

M.

The respiratory exchange ratio (RQ) is unity for each region and thus
v

A(inspired)=vA(expired)-

^The

ef

fect

of

tn

i s simplifying assumption is

most appp^nt at low values of V/Q and when V Ae ff is compared to inspired
VA.

For nitrogen-13 and CO2 (when V A e f f is involved in the elimination

of gas and therefore expiratory in nature) there is an overestimation of
the true V Ae ff by approximately 10% when (V7Q)=0.1.

Conversely for

oxygen (where V Ae ff is inspiratory) the effect is to underestimate
by approximately d% at this value of (V/Q)).
Substituting Eq.2 into Eq.3 to eliminate V D e f f
equation for a region r gives

- (V D r C D r + V D J D o )/C A r
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and

form a

general

Since Cjjr = C^ r (assumption 1. above) then,
VAeffr = V A r • V D c ^ - C D c /C A r )
ff

can

then be

(A2)

expressed in terms of (V A /Q) r by eliminating V Dc from

Eq.A2 (see assumption 3) and dividing throughout by Q, thus
(VQ)effr

=

<VQ)r

O + Fc(l - C D c /C A r ))

(A3)

Equation for an Inert Gas
Equation A3 i3 of general applicability to different gases and can be
used 'analytically' for any inert gas (x) with a first order solubility
coefficient (x x ) by substituting for Cn c and C A r using the relationship
expressed by Eq.t.
Thus

C D c ( x ) / C A r ( x ) = ( ( V A / Q ) e f f p ( x ) + X x )/((V A /Q) e • A x )

(AM)

(It is important to note here that although the common dead space tracer
concentration (Cn c ( x )) is related to the VA/Q ratio of the 'external' lung
region - (V A /Q) e , since (VA/Q)eff(x)

=

^A^^e»

tne

concentration of tracer

in the alveolar gas of the region of interest (CAr,(x)) is related to the
effective V/Q ratio of the region of interest (V A /Q) e f f ( x ) ).
Substituting Eq.AH into A3 and solving for (V A /Q) e ff( x )

gives the operational

equation
FC)(VA/Q>e

Equation for Carbon Dioxide
Equation A3 cannot be solved algebraically for carbon dioxide since the
dissociation curve for this gas in not linear-
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The partial pressures of

carbon dioxide in the common dead space gas ( P D C ( C 0 2 ) ^
can be

of the region of interest (PAr(C02))

and in tne

alveolar gas

obtained (as described above in

the main body of the paper) using the multiple compartment V/Q model of West
and Wagner (TO and substituted directly into equation A3. To use this
computer program, a calculation of the effective inspired partial pressure
(Peff) of oxygen and carbon dioxide was necessary and was made using simple
dilution theory and the various dead space ventilations (12) from the equation
p

eff

= (VVT> F atm

+

( W ^ D r

+ (v Dc /V T )P Dc

(A6)

Equation for oxygen
The calculation of (V A /Q) ef f( 02 )

requires a slightly different approach

since oxygen is transported by ventilation bidirectionally, both into and out
of the lung. The effective ventilation for oxygen (VAej.j.j02) ^ is therefore
defined in terms of the atmospheric partial pressure (patai(O2))ancl

the

alveolar partial pressure for the region of interest (pAr(02)^* Thus, the
ventilation equation can be written
v

Aeff(02) r (p atm(02) " p Ar(02) J = ^Arpatm(02)
+ v

+ v

Dr p Ar(02)

Dc P Dc(02) " ^TpAr(02)

(A7)

(In this equation, the partial pressure for oxygen has been used to denote the
fractional oxygen content of alveolar gas since barometric pressure (Pg),
which occurs in the true expression (P x (02) /p B^' a P P e a r s

in e a c n t e r m in the

equation and therefore cancels out).
Equation A7 can be reduced, simplified and converted into V/Q to give the
following operational equation for (VA/Q)eff(02)
<VQ>eff(02) r = (VA/Q)r(1 + Fc ( P e ( 0 2 ) - PAr(02))/(patra(02) " pAr(02)>)
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where Pe(02)< the partial pressure of oxygen in the external lung compartment,
is equal to the common dead space partial pressure of oxygen

- PDC(O2)#

APPENDIX II

Derivation of Equations for Heterogeneity of V/Q

The mean values of V/Q, weighted for blood flow (Q) or volume (V) are
defined as follows,

(V/Q)Q

=

EQiCV/QJi/EQi

(A9)

and (V/Q) v =
(A10)

where fy-^ (= V^/IV^ corresponds to the fractional volume of the lung region
associated with a ventilation to perfusion ratio (V/Q)^.
The expression for the V/Q ratio measured using external detection (i.e.
(V/Q Ext )) is derived from Eq.5

(V/Q) E x t

= C V / C Ä - XN

(AH)

where CjJ, the measured ^H concentration of the region, is related to the
concentration in the individual sub-regions (C^j.) and their respective
alveolar gas volumes (VA^) by the equation

when the microscopic distribution of lung tissue and blood i3 uniform
throughout the volume element.

Combining Eqs.AII and Ai2 to eliminate Cj
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and substituting for C^i using Eq.5 gives

(V/Q) E x t

z 1/(fVi/((V/Q)i + X N ))

-

AN

(A13)

APPENDIX III

Error Propagation in the V/Q Equation
Equation U can be rewritten in terms of the measured scan data to give

(VA/Q)eff(13N) =
where S13 ,„

.. is the regional distribution of 1^N (yci per unit volume of

thorax) and VA is the regional pulmonary gas volume (ml per unit volume of
thorax).

S13 .

. is the background ^ N activity included in s13N(Total)

and originates from blood containing 1^N (at a concentration Cy) 'upstream' of
the alveolus.

Thi3 vascular moiety can be calculated as faCyVB, where f a is

the fraction of the regional blood volume (VB) upstream of the alveolus. fa
has been assigned a value of 0.1 (see companion paper).

Differentiation of

this equation allows the coefficient of variation (COV) of the measured values
of V/Q to be expressed in terms of the COV's of the component parameters, thus

COV ( V/Q)

* (C0VvA+(1+A)2(C0Vcv + C O V ^ ) + A 2 COV? B )W(V/Q)

(A15)

where A = (V/Q+XN)/k and k = V A /f a V B
The fractional errors in the measurements of V^, Vg and Cy are
independent of V/Q and for a typical lung region of interest (size 2x2 cm 2 )
are estimated to be 0.035, 0.010 and 0.047 respectively when the number of
accumulated counts in the transmission, blood volume and

1

3 N steady-state

emission scans are 10x106, 2x10 6 and O.5x1O6 respectively.
COV 13

The value of

is, however, related to regional V/Q, since a high value of V/Q is
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(V/Q)

Figure 5
Relative error (coefficient of variation - COV) in measurement
of V/Q a3 a function of V/Q. Lower curve - errors excluding
uncertainty in measurement of mixed venous 1 3 N concentration
(Cy) (relevant to inter-regional comparisons of V/Q). Upper
curve - total error of measurement.
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associated with a low concentration of ^3N and a correspondingly high
statistical uncertainty.

For a uniform distribution of activity throughout

the lungs, the COV for the measurement of isotope concentration in a 2x2 cm 2
region is approximately 0.03 for the accumulation of 0.5x10^ coincidence
events. Therefore, the following first order approximation between COV13 and
V/Q can be made (2)
1

(A16)

where the value 0.8 is the mean V/Q ratio for normal subjects.
COV(y/Q) was calculated using Eqs. A15 and A16 and is shown plotted in
Fig.5 as a function of V/Q. At low values of V/Q the relative error is high
because of the subtraction of AJJ from the ratio (Cy/C^) which is itself
tending towards a value of \^. In the V/Q range 0.1 to 1.0 C O V ( V / Q ) is
relatively constant but as V/Q increases further, the errors in the
measurement also increase because of the statistical uncertainty in the
measurement of 1 ^N concentration.
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^JSTRACT

Regional measurements of tissue isotope concentration, made using
positron emission tomography (PET), allow tracer models to be used in a
quantitative manner to provide topographic distributions of many
structural and functional parameters - each derived for the same well
defined lung element.

In this paper we describe a technique to measure

regional ventilation-perfusion ratios (V/Q), in absolute units, using PET
and the continuous intravenous infusion of an inert-gas isotope, nitrogen13, and report on measurements made in twelve normal subjects (four
smokers).

Data were obtained from a single lung section (slice thickness

- 1.7 cm full width at half maximum response to a line source) at the
level of the right ventricle in the supine posture during quiet breathing.
For the twelve subjects, volume weighted mean values of V/Q, averaged over
individual right and left lung fields, ranged from 0.50 to 1.29.

Analysis

of these means showed there to be no difference between lungs: right 0.80 (SD - 0.23), left - 0.76 (SD - 0.20).

Topographically, a systematic

fall of V/Q in the ventrodorsal direction was observed in eight of the
subjects (mean ventrodorsal difference 0.39, range 0.19 to 0.90), whilst
two showed a clear increase towards dependent lung regions (range 0.16 to
0.26).

Seven of the subjects with a falling ventrodorsal V/Q gradient

also exhibited discrete regions of low V/Q at the dorsal lung border.

We

conduce that, in normal subjects, ventilation and perfu3ion are generally
well matched in the supine posture, but that isolated mismatching often
occurs in dependent lung regions.

Index Words:

gas exchange, regional lung function, inert ga3 elimination
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INTRODUCTION

Topographical measurements of lung function, obtained using
radiolabelled tracers and external radiation detection, have provided much
information about the pathophysiolcgy of the human lung in vivo
(11,21,26).

Their main attractiveness is that, subject to the resolution

of the detection system, individual regions of abnormal lung, associated
with specific lung diseases, can be identified and the effect of
perturbations or therapeutic interventions monitored.

This approach

contrasts with 'whole lung1 techniques (It,23) where functional data from
different lung regions are pooled together with the loss of identity of
functionally heterogeneous and independent lung regions.

Regional measurements of isotope concentration have generally been
made using scintillation detector arrays or T-cameras which have virtually
no spatial resolution in the depth direction (unless used in a tomographic
mode) nor can they provide accurate regional measurements of isotope
concentration.

With positron emission tomography (PET) it is possible to

accurately quantify the regional concentration distribution of positron
emitting isotopes within the body in well defined volume elements and in a
manner which is effectively independent of the surrounding anatomical
structures (16).

In the companion paper (19) we describe the theoretical aspects of a
technique to measure regional ventilation-perfusion ratios (V/Q) noninvasively in man using the constant infusion of an inert gas tracer of
low solubility (nitrogen-13) and PET.
the technique are aloo investigated.

Var..ous theoretical limitations of
In this paper we describe the

experimental procedures and the results obtained from measurements made in
twelve young, healthy subjects studied in the supine posture.
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METHODS
Theory
The theoretical ba3is of this technique is described in detail in the
accompanying paper (19). The approach relies upon the conservation of
tracer at the alveolar-capillary interface during the continuous
intravenous infusion of the inert-gas iosotope, nitrogen-13 (^N).

At

steady-state, a conservation equation can be written for a volume clement
of lung to balance the rate of arrival of tracer via the pulmonary
circulation (QCy) to the net rate of removal by ventilation (V Ae f f (13N)C A )
and blood flow ( * N Q C A ) , thus
X

(D

where C A and Cy are the regional alveolar and mixed venous blood
concentrations of ^ N respectively, Q is the blood flow to and from a
region and VherfCi3ll)i3

tne

effective (net ga3 transporting) alveolar

ventilation for 1^N (19). *fj is the blood:gas partition coefficient for
nitrogen which relates the alveolar and end capillary concentrations of
^ N by the equation Cci = * N C A .

Equation 1 can be re-arranged to give

^

(2)

The application of this equation to PET requires a measurement to be
made of the mixed venous concentration of 1^N (Cy) and conversion jf the
steady-state tomographic recordings of thoracic ^ N content (Si3N - p ci
per cm3 of thorax.) into alveolar concentration (CA - u ci per ml of ga3)
using a tomographic measurement of the alveolar gas volume - VA (ml per
cm3 thorax). Furthermore, part of the activity recorded within S ^ »
originates from ^ N within the vascular compartment of the lung, mainly
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upstream of the alveolus in arterioles and email arteries.

This activity

constitutes a background which must be subtracted in order to calculate
the alveolar ^3N concentration.

Measurement of Cy

With PET, a direct measurement of the mixed venous
can be obtained from the steady-state

1

1

3 N concentration

3 N scan itself if the tomographic

plane through the thorax is chosen to intersect the right ventricle.

The

picture element (pixel) counts in this region of the reconstructed ^3N
scan can either be converted into isotope concentration (MCi 13JJ per ml
blood) using the tomograph calibration constant for the emission mode
(KE), or directly compared to values of C^, also expressed as counts per
pixel (Cv and C^ appear as a n tio in the calculation of (V^/Q)eff(13N)
(Cq.2)).

The right ventricular region of interest (ROD is defined partly

with the aid of the steady-state

1

3 N image (Fig.V.S^ ) and partly from

the blood volume distribution (Fig.1;VB - ml cm"3 thorax) obtained
following the inhalation of trace amounts of carbon-11 labelled carbon
monoxide (^CO) and venous blood sampling (18).
Since the dinunsiona of the right heart chambers are of the same
order as the resolution of the tomograph (1.7 cm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) response to a line source of radioactivity) the measured
value_ of Cy is less than the true value because of the partial volume
effect (10). However, a correction factor for this effect, the recovery
coefficient (RC), can be obtained from the blood volume scan (Vg) which
experiences the partial volume effect in the right heart region to an
almost identical extent.

Therefore, delineation of the right heart ROI

in VB will result in an 'apparent' blood volume of less than unity for a
region which is all blood.

This corresponds to a direct measurement of RC
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which can then be used to correct the measurement of C v obtained from the
1

^N scan.

Values of RC ranged between 0.72 and 0.92 (mean = 0.82, SD =

0.06) showing that before correction, C v may be underestimated by as much
a'i 30J depending on the geometry of the right heart and the position of
tl.e tomographic section.

The true value of C v is therefore obtained by

dividing by the measured factor RC.

Measurement of C^
1

The regional distribution of

3 N , as recorded by the 1^N scan (S13 ),

comprises ^ N in the pulmonary gas phase and in mixed venous blood prior
to its equilibration with the gas.

The subtraction of vascular ^3JJ ±3

made using the regional blood volume distribution (Vg) and the measurement
of mixed venous ^3N concentration (Cy - see above).

An assumption is made

that k0% of the pulmonary blood volume recorded in V3 i<i upstream of the
gas-exchanging region in the capillary bed, and that this volume of blood
has a

1

3 N concentration equal to C v .

distribution ( S 13«J{EV)^

i<J

"

Siven

Therefore, the extravascular ^ N

bv

O-^VVB

(3)

As will be discussed later, uncertainty in the estimation of the
'upstream' component of V3 (or for that matter, neglect of the
'downstream' component) is not at all serious since the entire correction
is unlikely to affect the measurement of V/Q by more than 15% (see Fig.1).
The regional distribution of pulmonary gas volume is obtained
indirectly from a transmission scan recorded during the exposure of a ring
source of positron emitting isotope - germanium-68/gallium-68 (5).

The

ratio of this data with a blank (air only) transmission scan allows the
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regional distributior of lung density D^, - (g lung per cn>3 thorax) to be
obtained.

Validation of this technique a3 a quantitative measurement of

lung density has previously been made (18).

(Because of a small over-

estimation of lung density, an effect caused by the surrounding thoracic
wall and mediastinum, a value of 0.026 g cm"3 is routinely subtracted from
D^.

This value was obtained experimentally from measurements made on a

chest phantom and is typical of the errors encountered with a lung field
the size and shape of the right lung (approximately 70 cm^) at this
thoracic level (values ranged from 0.017 to 0.035 g cm~3).
smaller than this would incur slightly higher errors).

Lung fields

The resulting

values of lung density comprise lung tissue, interstitial fluid and blood,
and therefore represent a direct measurement of the relative 'tissue' to
air volumes in a given lung region.
Values of D L can be converted into values of tissue volume - Vt (ml
tissue per cm3 thorax) using the mean value for gas free lung tissue
density (p

= 1.04 g cm"3 - average of lung and blood), thus

The remaining volume, per cm3 of thorax, is air which corresponds to
a measurement of the regional pulmonary fractional gas volume ( V Q ) , thus

V

G =

1

" Dl/pt

<5)

To a good approximation, the measurement of VQ in the lung periphery
corresponds to the regional alveolar gas volume (V^ - Fig.1).
The regional concentration of ^^U in the gas volume of the lung is
obtained by dividing the extravascular thoracic concentration of ^3fj
(S•] 3N<-„„v) by V Q , thus the equation can be written

- O.UCvVB).'(1 - D L / P t )
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(6)

This matrix of regional C^ values can then be used In Eq.2 to provide
the topographical distribution of
Instrumentation
The tomographlc measurements of ( V A ^ e f f (13N)»

blood

volume and

alveolar gas volume were made using an ECAT II scanner (CTI Knoxvllle) (16)
which relies on the coincidence detection of paired annihilation
by positron emitting isotopes. The

T

Y

rays produced

rays are detected by an array of 66 sodium

iodide (Nal) detectors arranged hexagonally in a single plane around the
subject.

The dual role of correcting the emission scans for attenuation effects

and providing a density measurement was performed by recording transmission
scans as described above. The reconstructed attenuation corrected emission scan
provides a tomographic map of the isotope distribution within the transaxial
section scanned, as defined by a 100 x 100 array of pixel;;.

This constitutes

an accurate regional measurement of the in vivo isotope distribution.
Experimental Protocol
Twelve young healthy male subjects (four smokers and eight non-smokers)
were studied (mean age 33 yr - range 28 to 15) in the supine posture. The
purpose and nature of the study were approved by the Hammersmith Hospital
Research Ethics Committee and the United Kingdom Administration of Radioactive
Substances Advisory Committee.

The major radiation exposure was to the blood

and lungs which received a total of 7.2 and 6.9 milli-Sieverts respectively.
The subjects were positioned in the scanner following the placement of a small
cannuli (22 G/0.8 mm 0D) in the anticubital vein for the i/v infusion of the
1

3N2/saline solution and for blood sampling during the blood volume measurement

(11C0 scan).
In the experimental protocol the following scans were recorded in sequence.
Firs i, a number of 3hort transmission scans were made (each o" 80 sec duration)
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at various positions through the lower part of the thorax.

A suitable plane was

chosen which included a section through the right ventricle, but which was at

,i

least 2.5 cm above the diaphragm.

"*'

There then followed a 15 minute transmission

scan through the cno^n plane to be used for attenuation correction and for
regional measurements of pulmonary gas volume.

Approximately 1.11 giga-

Becquerels (30 niCi) of 13N2 dissolved in 60ml of saline (6) was then infused
intravenously through the anticubital vein, using a Harvard constant infusion
pump, over a period of twelve minutes.

The first five minutes of this infusion

was allowed for equilibration of 1^N2 between the lung capillary and the
alveolar gas volume, after which a 100 sec emission scan was recorded.

A real-

time correction for radioactive decay (T1/2 of ^ N = 10min) was applied to all
scan data recorded during this period.

Expired

1

3 N £ was ventilated from the

room using a purpose built extraction system which incorporated a plastic hood
to surround the head of the subject.
Following this measurement, a period of at least ten minutes was allowed
for the clearance of alveolar ^ N .
Becquerels (10 mCi) of

11

At this time, approximately 370 mega-

C0 was administered by inhalation to provide a

measurement of fractional blood volume.

A five minute interval was allowed to

ensure adequate mixing of the 11C0-labelled red blood cells within the systemic
circulation and complete removal of
emission scan was then recorded.

11

C0 from the alveolar gas.

A 600 sec

During this scan, three venous blood samples

were taken for subsequent measurement of 1^C activity using a well-type Nal
counter which had been cross-calibrated with the ECAT II scanner.
measurements of the whole blood

l1

This gave

C0 concentration in terms of pixel values

which were needed for the calculation of regional fractional blood volume (18).
In this calculation, a correction was made for the difference between peripheral
(anticubital vein) and pulmonary hacmatocrit, as measured by Brudin et al.(t)
using 11 CO and 11c labelled albumin.

This corresponds to a 10)1 reduction in the
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red cell content of pulmonary whole blood.

All coincidence events recorded

during this emission scan were decay corrected for the 20.3 minute radioactive
half life of

11

C.

Data Analysis
The left and right lungs were considered separately.

With regard to

gravitational changes, the analysis was confined to the right lung because the
left lung varies substantially in shape and issmaller in area than the right ( 50?) which decreases the reliability of the measurements ventrally between the
heart and thoracic wall because of edge effects (see discussion of partial
volume effect above).

In order to minimise the influence of the surrounding

thoracic wall and heart on the values of lung density, and minimise the
influence of the heart chambers on the values of pulmonary blood volume, the
images were subject to a thresholding procedure.

This was a two stage process.

A coarse thresholding was first performed, automatically, by removing all pixels
from the density image with values greater than 0.75 g cm" 3 thorax.

The once

thresholded images of D L and Vg were then subject to a futher thresholding, by
hand, whereby localised regions on the lung periphery, still affected by high
density or high blood volume, were removed.

We estimate that up to 2 cm of lung

is removed peripherally by this procedure.

(Clearly, this results in a loss, to

some degree, of functional information, but this would only begin to be a
problem when studying pathologies confined to this area of lung.)

The new

boundaries of the two lungs were then used to threshold the '^U and gas volume
images.

The two lung fields were then analysed to determine mean V/Q and the

dispersion of values around this mean (SD) within each lung.

(Each image pixel

represents a lung area of 0.33 x 0.33 cm 2 but corresponds to a value of V/Q
averaged throughout a resolution volume of 1.7 x 1.7 x 1.7 cn)3 FWHM).

The right

lung was analysed in the ventro-dorsal direction by calculating the mean values
for adjacent horizontal strips each 4 pixels wide (1.3 cm).
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In addition, these

$

data were also uaed to find average values of V/Q for the ventral and dorsal
halves of the right lung.

RESULTS

Tomograms of the three primary measurements (D^, Vg and S13,.., the
intermediate steps in the calculations (S13 .
of '"A/Q)eff(13N)

and

its

., V A and C A ) , the distribution

reciprocal - (Q/V^)eff(13^)1 are shown for a

representative normal subject in Fig.1.

The main anatomical features of the

thoracic slice can be seen in the density image (Fig.ijDL,) where the heart mass,
spine and thoracic wall dominate - the arms lie outside the reconstructed field
of view.

Inspection of the heart region in the blood volume image (Fig.ijVg)

permits a differentiation to be made between the right and left heart and the
two right heart chambers.

This information is used to delineate the region of

interest corresponding to the right ventricle (RV) in the steady-state ^3N scan
and to provide values of the recovery coefficient (RC) for any such region
chosen (RCRV = 'apparent' blood volume recorded for the RV).

Figure 1 (S13-.)

show3 the steady-state distribution of ^ 3 N recorded at equilibrium during the
i.v. infusion of ^3fj in saline.

In this subject, the tracer is relatively

uniform throughout the lung field.

There is a localised concentration of

activity in the region corresponding to the right heart but practically no
activity in the left heart and thoracic wall.
solubility of ^U

This is a consequence of the low

in blood and the virtual absence of anatomical right to left

shunting in the normal lung.

The effect of subtracting the vascular ^H

component from the recorded 1^N scan can be judged by comparing S-j^ and
S-j3

(Fig.1) which anows only a barely perceptible change in lung counts.

The most significant change occurs in the right heart .egion where the '^tt is
purely vascular and ia therefore reduced by ^0% (Eq.2).

However, this region is

no longer of interest in the analysis since Cy is calculated prior to the blood
volume correction.
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Figure 1

D,

r

B

'13N

*N(EV)

V/Q

Q/V
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Figure 1
Tomographic distribution of lung density (D^ - g cnr3), blood
volume (VB - ml cm'3), measured thoracic content of nitrogen-13
- yCi cm"3), thoracic content of extravascular 1 3 H
N«Evj

- uCi cm"3), calculated fractional alveolar gas

volume (V'A - ml cm"3), alveolar 1 3 N concentration (CA - pCi ml"
1

gas), (V A /Q) e ff(i3 N ) and (Q/VA)efr(13N) ratios. The lung

section is viewed in a cranial direction and left is to the
right hand side of the image. The images are displayed in a
linear fashion with a logarithmic grey scale.

mean = 0 80
SD = 0-17

06

V / Q Ratio

Aggregate volume distribution function of V/Q ratios for the
right lung section of twelve normal subjects.

Individual

distribution functions were normalised to the group mean of 0.80
before summing.

Range of individual means is shown by a

horizontal bar.
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The distribution of alveolar gas volume, shown in Fig.1(V^), has been
thresholded to isolate the lung field.

The progressive decrease in

fractional gas volume towards the dorsal part of the lung, an effect
caused by a gradual increase in the relative proportion of lung tissue and
blood, can be seen.

The image matrix of alveolar ^3{j concentration (C^),

calculated from S^,-..* and V A , is also shown in Fig.1.

In this subject

there is a progressive increase in C A towards the dorsal part of the lung.
The regional distribution of V/Q and its inverse, the distribution of Q/V,
are calculated using Eq.2.

There is a degree of noise enhancement in

high V/Q regions caused by dividing Cy by a low and statistically
fluctuating signal (18).
The image matrices of V/Q were analysed as described above.

Mean

values of V/Q for the right and left lung fields of individuals are
presented in Table 1, which shows an inter subject range from 0.50 to
1.29.

No significant difference was seen between the mean V/Q of right

and left lung fields (two-tailed paired Student t-test).

Grouping the

right lung values with regard to smoking history resulted in a slightly
lower mean for the smokers (0.70 ± 0.24 (SD)) when compared to the
nonsmokers (0.86 ± 0.23 (SD)) but this difference was not statistically
significant.
Data from the right lung of each subject were pooled by summing
individual frequency distributions after normalising each mean to the
group mean V/Q of 0.80 (i.e. by multiplying values on the abscissa of
individual frequency functions by the factor 0.8/Mi - where H^ is the mean
V/Q for individual i ) . The aggregate distribution is shown in Fig.2 - the
horizontal bar indicates the range of individual mean V/Q values.

The

extent to which V/Q changes systematically in the direction of gravity can
be judged from Fig.3 which shows the individual ventro-dorsal profiles of
V/Q.

Mean values for the ventral and dorsal halves of the right lung

ranged from 0.56 to 1.H5 (mean 0.85) and 0.41 to 1.04 (mean 0.74)
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TABLE 1

V/Q values (mean {SV)) for individual subjects - right and left lung
fields.

Subject

Right Lung

CR

Left Lung

0.89 (0.12)

0.85 (0.14)

TJS

(c)

0.66 (0.12)

0.61 (0.11)

IK

(c)

0.75 (0.14)

0.60 (0.12)

JH

(s) (c)

0.50 (0.09)

0.56 (0.10)

JDH (s) (c)

0.50 (0.12)

0.54 (0.06)

MH

0.65 (0.08)

0.58 (0.08)

PW

0.64 (0.11)

0.65 (0.10)

(c)

1.00 (0.29)

0.93 (0.25)

(c)

1.29 (0.3D

1.11 (0.27)

1.03 (0.12)

1.02 (0.15)

0.92 (0.15)

0.94 (0.21)

0.77 (0.12)

0.71 (0.08)

mean (*)

0.80 (0.15)

0.76 (0,1^)

SD

0.23

0.20

SV

(3)

TS
MC

(O

OF
LS (s)

Footnotes to table:
(*) no significant difference between L and R means
(s) indicates smoking history
(c) indicates presence of 'crescents' at the dorsal edge of the lung
(see Fig.4).
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Figure 3
Ventrodorsal distribution of V/Q ratios for right lung of twelve
normal subjects (see text for method of analysis).

The thick

line indicates mean values, the broken lines denote smokers.
Individuals exhibiting dorsal 'crescents' ire identified with a
(c).
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' 8lc>

TABLE 2

Ventrodorsal gradients of V/Q

in

the right lung of 12 normal subjects

studied supine.

Subject

Gradient (cm-1)

CR

Lung distance (cm)

0.0100

14.4

TJS

(c)

-0.C162 •

11.8

IK

(c)

-0.0289 •

13.1

JH

(a) (c)

-0.0247 •••

11.8

JDH (s) (c)

-0.0312 »*»

11.8

MH

-0.0159 •••

13.1

PW

0.0182 •••

14.'I

SV

(s) (c)

TS

(c)

MC
OF

(c)

LS (s)

mean
SD

-0.0302 •
-0.0759 ••

11.8

0.0121 •

13.1

-0.0272 ••

11.8

-0.0040

10.5

-0.0178
0.0254

Footnotes to table:
(s) - smoking history
(c) - presence of "crescents' at the dorsal edge of the lung
test of significance on slope:
•

. p < 0.05

*•

- p < 0.01

••• - p < 0.001
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respectively.

The general pattern of falling V/Q toward the dependent

part of the lung was examined by calculating individual gradients using
standard linear regression analysis. The results are shown in Table 2.
The range of ventral to dorsal V/Q changes, as calculated from individual
gradients and lung sizes shown in Table 2, was + 0.26 to - 0.90.

There

were statistically significant ventral to dorsal increases of V/Q
(gradients) in two subjects and significant decreases in 8 subjects.
An interesting finding, observed in 7 of the 12 subjects studied, was
a conspicuous region oi low V/Q in the most dorsal part of one or both
lungs. These crescent shaped regions are most easily seen as a 'positive'
signal in the Q/V distribution and are shown for one subject as the
original ^ N scan in Fig.4 - before thresholding or vascular subtraction
(see Methods).

The recorded values of V/Q in these regions ranged from

0.1 to 0.3 (mean = 0.19) but tris probably represents an overestimation of
the true V/Q ratio because of the partial volume effect on the original
1

3 N scan (resulting in less counts being recorded) and the partial removal

of these regions by virtue of the thresholding procedure.

The limited

spatial resolution of the scanner (1.7 cm FWHM) and the close proximity of
the thoracic wall would result in a 'spillover' of counts from these
narrow regions into the surrounding areas in the 1 3 N scan, resulting in an
underestimation of alveolar *'3N concentration and the subsequent
overestimation of V/Q.

However, this effect would be offset to some

extent by the underestimation of VA in these regions, again due to the
partia: volume effect, which would tend to decrease the measured values of
V/Q.

In theory, these crescents could be caused by lung regions with

either very high blood flow or very low ventilation.

This was uncertainty

resolved by recording a number of short (80 second) washout emission scans
immediately following the cessation of 1 3 N infusion.

The slow clearance

of tracer from the remaining crescent shaped areas of high
concentration indicated low ventilaticr..
-164

'13 N

Figure 4
Steady-state 13fj distribution recorded for subject IK showing
high accumulation of tracer (low V/Q) in the dorsal region of
the right lung. This image is closely related to the regional
distribution of Q/V.

The same grey scale as that in Fig.1 is

used. The value of V/Q in the dorsal lung region of this
subject is calculated to be 0.10.
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DISCUSSION

Critique of Methods

Measurement of mixed venous

1

3 N concentration - C v .

The mixed venous

concentration of the infused tracer must be measured in order to compute
regional V/Q ratios.

Previous workers faced with this problem have chosen

indirect methods to obtain C v (2,21).

The technique presen^d in this

paper relies on a measurement of the mixed venous input concentration of
1

3 N to the lung from a single region of interest situated over the right

ventricle in the 1^N scan.

(A single plane tomographic scanner was used

in this study which meant that the chosen plane had to intersect the RV.
This was not thought to be a serious disadvantage, however, since the lung
fields have the largest cross section at this level.

Furthermore, modern

PET scanners are able to survey sections of lung some 10 - 12 cm thick,
with a spatial resolution and slice thickness of 8 mm FWHM, and 'sharing'
of the infused activity would allow sequential measurements to be made
through a second section, thereby allowing the bulk of the lung volume to
be covered tomographically if this was thought to be necessary).

The

accuracy of the measurement of Cv is difficult to assess without blood
sampled from the right ventricle or pulmonary artery.

Animal models would

not necessarily be of use since the geometry of the heart chambers would
differ substantially from that occurring in humans.

Both systematic and

random errors in the measurement of C v may be introduced when correcting
for the partial volume effect (10). Became of the small size of the
right ventricle, the measured 1^N concentration in this region is
underestimated to some extent.

However, a correction for this is made by

measuring the 'apparent' blood volume in an identical region, using the
11

CO scan and blood sampling (see Methods section).
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In practice, this

correction may introduce a alight bias into the measurement of Cy since
the recovery coefficient for the RV region in the blood volume scan and
blood sampling is slightly less than that for the

1

3 N scan due to the

contribution of the finite blood volume of the myocardium (- 0.1 ml cm~3)
and the influence of 'crosstalk' from the left heart.

There are no

analagous effects for the ^3N scan since very little tracer enters the
systemic circulation.

The higher the recovery coefficient the smaller the

correction to C v , therefore the net effect is that Cy could be slightly
underestimated, an error which is linearly propagated into the calculated
values of V/Q.

However, this should be small since an error of 10% in the

correction of 20 to 40$ will result in an uncertainty in the measurement
of V/Q of less than 4J.

Random errors may be introduced if any movement

of the subject occurs in the caudocranial axis between the nitrogen-13 and
blood volume scans.

The errors will be positive or negative depending on

the relative position of the

1

3 N and

11

C0 scans through the heart chamber

and the direction of movement of the subject.

These random errors will in

effect increase the dispersion of calculated V/Q values between subjects.

Vascular subtraction of ^3N.

Another potential source of error

results from the uncertainty in estimating the upstream fraction of blood
volume (fa) for the 1^N vascular subtraction (Eq.3).

Considering various

estimates of arterial, capillary and venous blood volumes, the upstream
fraction has been assigned a value of 0.4.
subtraction (S13,,,..
^ and

S

can

Fortunately, the vascular

.) is small relative to the measured signal
be e 3 t i m a t e d

b

y

the

equation

1 3 N ( V a 3 c ) / S 1 3 N ( T o t a l ) = ((V/Q) • xN)/(k + (V/Q)

+

where k = VA/(faVg) and has values for normal lung in the range 10 to 14.
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Equation 7 shows that when k = 12, the vascular bound 1 3 N ranges from
0.1 to 15$ of the measured signal when (V/Q) ranges from 0 to 2. A 20J
uncertainty in f a would therefore mean that the resulting error due to the
vascular subtraction was, at most, 3%. This upper limit is representative
of most physiological and pathological conditions. Consideration of 1 3 N
in blood downstream of the alveolus shows this vascular background to be a
negligable proportion of the total activity (<1J) when k has a value
greater than 2.2, the ratio S^..,» c)'Si3N(Tot 1) b e i n g independent of
V/Q.

Equilibrium of Alveolar 1 3 N . It has been shown (B) that the alveolar
equilibration of an infused tracer follows an exponential time-course with
a rate constant (k) equal to (VA + AQ)/VA.

In view of the relatively low

solubility of nitrogen (XN = 0.015) k is approximately equal to V A /V A
which has values ranging from 1.0 to 3.1 min~ 1 in normal subjects (22).
This means that the alveolar concentration of ^ N will reach a value
greater than 99% of its true equilibrium value after 5 minutes of
infusi on.
In patient studies, however, where regions of low V/Q are often
associated with low values of V A /Y A , an overestimation of V/Q may occur
because of incomplete equilibration of the infused tracer. This source of
error can be avoided completely if regional measurements of V A /V A are made
separately (e.g. using the ultra short-lived inert gas isotope neon-19, T,(
s 17.1 seconds (21,22)) which allows the calculation of k regionally.
Alternatively, lung regions with low values of V A /V A

oan

be

identified and

V A /V A quantified by recording a number of short (80 second) 'washout'
scans following the termination of the 1 3 N infusion.
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Tidal nature of ventilation.

In formulating the mathematical model blood

flow and ventilation were considered to be constant.

Whilst the

pulsatility of blood flow should not have any untoward effect on the
measurement of V/Q by this method, the tidal nature of ventilation
introduces the problem of the inhalation of dead space gas (19) and the
problem of variation of alveolar gas volume (V^). The effect of periodic
changes in V^ upon the measurement of regional specific ventilation
(V A /V^), using the constant inhalation of neon-19, has been discussed by
Valind et al. (22) who concluded that this is not a significant source of
error.

For this reason, the effect of oscillatory changes in V^ on the

measurement of V/Q have not been investigated in this study.
should be noted that the alveolar

1

However, it

3 N concentration for a particular

region is calculated as the ratio of the time weighted means of thoracic
^3N content (yCi per cm3 thorax) and fractional gas volume (ml gas per cm3
thorax).

This should prevent any potential errors arising due to the

tidal nature of ventilation.

The fact that the gas volume of small

airways in the volume element is included in the measurement of VQ should
not affect the calculation of C A to any extent since it is balanced by the
1

3 N content of the same airways in the 1^N scan.
In the context of respiratory movement, it is necessary to be aware

of the effects of lung movement within the field of view.

The resolution

of the scanner (1.7 cm - FWHM) is degraded to some extent by movement of
the thoracic wall where the lung periphery may move by some 4-6 mm during
each respiratory cycle.

Therefore, in these regions there is an averaging

of a larger lung volume when measuring regional parameters, although the
effect is reduced substantially by the peripheral thresholding - see Data
Analysis Section.

Were repiratory movement to be a problem with new

generation scanners, inspite of increased 3patial resolution, then
respiratory 'gating' of the data collection could be used to 'freeze' lung
motion.
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Diffusion across alveolar-capillary membrane and within the alveolar gas
volume.

The simple relationship between capillary and alveolar tracer

concentration, implicit in this model, assumes that no diffusive barrier
exists between the capillary and the alveolar gas volume.

This subject

has been discussed by Wagner (25) who calculated an equilibration time of
less than 0.1 seconds for nitrogen in transit through the capillary.
With regard to the homogeneity of tracer concentration within the gas
volume of a single gas exchanging unit, this is not thought to be a
significant source of error - although it has been shown theoretically
that a significant but small degree of gas concentration heterogeneity may
exist within the acinus (15) and other workers have shown there to be a
slight molecular weight effect on the pulmonary elimination of inert gases
(9) which suggests that diffusive equilibrium may not be complete.
However, the tracer used in this study has a low molecular weight (MW =
27) which is close to that of the respiratory gases: oxygen (MW = 32) and
carbon dioxide (MW = 44).
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V/Q Measurement in Normal Subjects

Topographical distribution.

Previous investigations into the ventro-

dorsal distribution of V/Q in the 3upine posture are few in number and in
no instances have V/Q ratios been obtained in absolute units.

Using

xenon-133 and a breath-holding procedure to give separate values of V and
Q, Glazier and De Nardo (',) obtained a virtually constant level of V/Q in
the direction of gravity, whilst Kaneko et al. (12) obtained a positive
gradient of V/Q, when moving towards the dependent lung region, with
values increasing by approximately 46J over a lung distance of 18 cm.

A

slightly larger increase in V/Q C75% ventral to dorsal) was obtained by
Amis (1) using a constant inhalation/infusion technique and the shortlived inert gas isotope ®^aKr.

By contrast, Lavender et al. (13)» who

used single photon tomography and

8 1m Kr ^ j 99mxc to estimate the

relative ventilation and perfusion distributions throughout transaxial
lung sections, obtained decreasing values of V/Q in the ventro-dorsal
direction.

In that study, V/Q fell either by 15 or 27>, depending on

whether 8imf(r O r 99mxc

w a 3 u3ed

to measure regional blood flow.

In this report, the finding of a falling V/Q gradient towards the
dependent lung regions in the majority of subjects studied (a 23$ fall
over a distance of approximately 13 cm - see Fig.3) is in agreement with
the previous tomographic measurement (13).

Whilst there is a distinct

possibility that the finding of a level or increasing gradient of V/Q by
other workers may result from a redistribution of pulmonary blood flow
towards the ventral lung region, perhaps because of a 3tate of increased
arousal or anxiety, or even because of the single breath manoeuvres
(7,12), it should be remembered that these non-tomographic measurements
are made with relatively crude imaging devices so that the differences
between reported studies may indeed be methodological.

Nevertheless, the

differences in V/Q distribution in the supine posture are not large and
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the final conclusion must be tnat in the main, blood flow and ventilation
are relatively well matched in this posture.
Differences in volume weighted mean V/Q between left and right lung
fields were small (6$) and the lower value found in the left lung could
possibly result from a small systematic underestimation of the alveolar
gas volume.

Visual inspection of the lung images showed no noticeable

systematic change of V/Q in the mediolateral direction and the image
matrices were not analysed in this manner.

Distribution function of V/Q.

The regional values of V/Q obtained

in this study, within the single lung slice, are seen to be normally
distributed on a linear scale with no skew (Fig.2).

This is of relevance

to the theoretical work of Teplick et al. (20) who argue against the use
of a log normal distribution of V/Q when analysing multiple inert gas
elimination data.

However, Wagner et al. (23,24) obtained the consistent

finding in normal subjects of a symmetrical V/Q distribution when
displayed on a logarithmic 3cale.

The overall dispersion of V/Q in the

present study, as defined by the standard deviation of the combined
distribution function for the twelve subjects, was 0.17 with individual
values for the right lung ranging from 0.03 to 0.31.

This translates into

values for the 95$ confidence limits (mean ± 2 SD) of 0.46 and 1.14.
Wagner et al. (24) obtained a mean log standard deviation in 3 normal
subjects studied supine of 0.44, with individual values for both blood
flow and ventilation weighted distributions ranging from 0.21 to 0.69.
Combining this mean log standard deviation (0.44) with the mean V/Q
obtained by this group in the supine posture (0.79 - see below) results in
95% confidence limits (exp(log(mean) * 2 log SD)) of 0.33 and 1.90.
Whilst the lower value agrees fairly well with that obtained by us (0.46),
the upr>er limit extends considerably further.
There ars a number of reasons why the dispersion of V/Q could be
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underestimated using external detection techniques.

Uae of the current

single plane scanner (ECAT II - CTI, Kncxville; (see above) means that
data from a lung section approximately 2 cm thick are extrapolated to the
whole lung, and lung regions which may have extreme values of V/Q may be
missed.

Furthermore, regions of lung within the field of view with high

or low V/Q ratios which occupy spherical volumes with diameters leas than
3.4 cm are averaged out to some extent because of the partial volume
effect, or may even be excluded from the region of analysis if they lie
close to the thoracic wall or mediastinum.

These two factors must

certainly influence the measured distribution of V/Q in those subjects who
exhibited narrow 'crescents' of low V/Q at the dorsal edge of one or both
lungs.

A third factor, relating to all measurements made using external

detection, is that of a reduced dispersion due to microscopic mismatching
of V/Q within the volume element.

Finally, it is to be expected from

theoretical considerations that at high values of V/Q, V^/Q will be
underestimated by the ^ N infusion technique because of the reinspiration
of common dead space gas (19). This imposes an upper limit for
(VQ)eff(13N) 8 i v e n

bv

<VvDc

+

1)(

VC)mean,

w h e re

VA and V D c refer to

'alveolar' and common dead space ventilation respectively, and (VA/Q)tnean
is the 'whole lung' ventilation (equal to 0.75).

This upper limit may

have a value as low as 4 or 5, depending on the ratio V A / V D C . However,
converting the value of (V"A/Q)effH3N)

at

tne u

PP e r 95% confidence limit

(1.14,Fig.2) to Vft/Q (Eq.A5 in the companion paper - assuming a common
dead space ventilation to alveolar ventilation ratio (V^/V^) of 0.211)
results in a change of only 10%-

It is doubtful, therefore, whether the

effects of common dead space ventilation alone are large enough to explain
the difference in the dispersion of V/Q between our results and those of
others (24).
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Whilst, in general terms, an underestimation of the true dispersion
of V/Q must occur to some extent using external detection, the multiple
inert gas elimination technique may itself overestimate this parameter,
since the narrowest distribution which can be accurately recovered has a
log standard deviation of the order 0.25 to 0.30 (22,23) and narrow
distributions have been shown to be overestimated by 20 to 25> (23).
Unfortunately, a quantitative assessment of this aspect of the multiple
inert gas elimination technique has not been made.

Mean values of V/Q.

The mean values of V/Q obtained using this technique

were 0.80 and 0.76 for the right and left lung respectively.
V/Q equation (V/Q = 8.63R(Ca(Q2) - Cy(02))/PA(C02))

and

the

Using the

Paired values

of mixed venous and arterial oxygen content differences obtained by
Bartels (3) (4.2 range 3.2 to 5.8 ml. 100 ml""1 - 9 normal suojects) gives a
value for the whole lung V/Q of 0.72 (range 0.55 to 1.0), when R = 0.8 and
p

A(C02) = 40 mm Hg.

This value is slightly lower than that obtained

experimentally by us and that obtained by Wagner (24), for three normal
subjects studied supine, where mean V/Q ranged from 0.66 to 1.0 for both
blood flow and ventilation weighted distributions - with an overall mean
of 0.79.

Whilst the mean values of V/Q obtained with the technique

presented in this paper are physiologically sensible and agree with
previous studies, it is possible that the measured inter subject range of
values (0.50 to 1.29) represents a slight overestimation of the true range
because of experimental error.

Nevertheless, this range is not too

dissimilar to that obtained using different techniques (24), or the range
predicted from values of arteriovenoua oxygen content differences (see
above), and suggests that V/Q may vary considerably from subject to
subject in this posture.
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Regional irregularities of the V/Q ratio.

A finding of this study

was the occurrence of regions of low V/Q ratio in the mo3t dependent part
of the lung in 7 of the 12 subjects studied.

It is interesting to note

that these regions showed a delay in the removal of tracer - as measured
by short emission scans recorded following the termination of the 1 3 N
infusion - and that hyperventilation, made at an increased tidal volume,
quickly removed the remaining pools of activity.

This suggests that small

islands of lung with low ventilation, unmatched to blood flow,

commonly

exist in a high proportion of young healthy subjects during quiet
breathing in the supine posture.

These regional abnormalities ire

probably caused by airway closure, a phenomenon previously detected in
this posture, at functional residual capacity, by Prefaut and Engel (17).
Low values of V/Q (in the range 0.01 to 0.1) have also been found using
the multiple inert gas elimination technique (24) in three subjects aged
39, 40 and 60 yr, studied in the semirecumbent posture.
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'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print;
A book's a book although there's nothing in't.
Lord Byron

